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NO. 271.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 27, 1915,

KOI. 50.

failure both here, in Hancock, and in
Houghton.
Tim relief committee which yesterday tried vainly to give away
today called on William Kickard, head
of the local union of the federation, to
help keep them in extending relief to i
families stricken by the Christmas
eve disaster when "2 persons were
1
ivllieu.
tiiehiuu iuteuueu a uietuiu,
of the committee and explained that
Hie disinclination of union families to
tccept am was due to uiu uk-- mm
so many of the relief committee membe,, wore citizen's alliance buttons, ft Fjlj MUNICIPAL PROJECT WILL BE STARTED IN BOTH CITIES, SO AL
He said that he knew ol no order Irom
mr
nrnur mu iimr nUnrt.- -- nir
iumi
iiiiiinm nr
H id UA fit Mil HAVE minu
UrltiflrLU I
Ant
fit HUiflfltK
lit imruninirrn
otiinial union sources forbidding acciticeptnnce of relief from
MANY WANT FOOD, BUT
GREATLY
EXAGGERATED
IN BOTH CITIES.
zens. Rickard resented intimations
KITCHEN
NOT
that, there was any acute distress
DDES NOT
W3RK, AND KICK BECAUSE A CHARITY
among strikers' families, saying that
KEEP
ALL
OPEN
NIGHT.
union supplies of food and fuel were
available to all Hint asked it.
Although Moyer's bnmlages and
Pinned down to a "yes" or "no" an
bed linen were be spattered wilh blood CHILDREN'S CASKETS
swer as to whether the federation
he did not appear to be in any pain,
would allow any of its members to ac- - H
INSTEAD OF 30,0011 ARE
THE FEELING IN CALUMET IS
and received reporters cheerfully and
ON MEN'S SHOULDERS
cept outside nid Rickard and .1.
talked for nearly twenty minutes.
of
(he Calumet
Antilla. secretary
Former Congressman Victor Berger.
UNEMPLOYED AT LOS ANGELES
lccal, said that was a question for each
VERY HIGH AMONG UNION MINERS of Milwaukee,
entered the car and
Calumet, Mich., Dec. 27. Evidence individual to decide. They declined
was greeted warmly by Moyer.
He as to the identity of he men who last to
promise that any word for or
Invited 1he Injured man to his home
seized Charles H. Moyer and against the proposal should go out
and said that the Milwaukee socialists night
Sail Francisco, Calif., Dec. 27- .- One been caring for them.
There was
that
Chicago, IU., Dec. 27. Charles H. Moyer, beaten and shot and run out would go to the aid of the Calumet John Tanner, officials of the. Western from union headquarters, saying
were put to work by much wrangling and not a great deal
men
thousand
the
were
in
this
He
this
afternoon.
here
reflecting
mob
laBt
arrived
they
a
of Hancock, Mich., by
night,
Federation of Miners, and sent them
miners.
the city ami by Monday there will be of progress today at a hearing; before
wishes of 1'resident Moyer.
was taken to a hotel, but later In the day will be removed to a hospital
Local Union Men Bitter,
out of the copper strike dislrict, was
The committee, finding itself facing jobs for three thousand, which from a special committee of the supervisors.
shoulder.
his
of
left
where a surgeon will probe for the bu llet in the muscles
27.
Dec.
as
Word
Calumet, Mich.,
would be rid with
The
gathered by local ollicers of the union another blank wall, adjourned until present indications, will be about 1,000
to the whereabouts
of Charles
H.
in the day, without taking ac- more places than are needed.
pleasure of work which it feels it is
announced
that
several
later
today.
They
of
Fedthe
the
Western
poor persons Moyer, president tof
Unfilled applications tor work today inadequately prepared to Bee through,
Amplifying his talk with reporters for the burial
tion. Investigators reported that reof Miners, who was sent out members of the "kidnaping" expediand conmlanied that the Y. M. C. A.
at Milwaukee, Moyer Bald that Jas. who met their death in the Christmas eration
buffs similar to those experienced numbered iioo.
aftion
of the copper strike district last night,
had been recognized and that
In the meantime, the
catastrophe.
and churches that had promised to
met at all homes
had
been
yesterday
McNaughton, manager of the Calumet
to
their Identy had beeu
"They remained about fifteen min- was awaited with no outward show of fidavits as
employment bureau, a private organi- aid were not living up to their
and Hecla, passed the mob in his ma utes and left after I had told them
obtained from residents of Hancock. visited today,
zation, has been supplying all the hun- pledges.
station
the
railroad
was
at
and
chine,
fContftitied on paee fourt
It was generally believed that these
that the Western Federation of Mingry who applied with food. Last night
For their part, the men complained
when the mob arrived. McNaughton, ers and the labor
sworn statements would be made the
there was trouble between the man- against the bureau and the manageorganizations of the
MADE
IN
TIME
in
RECORD
him
searched
the mine leader said,
basis of warrants for arrests but deagement of the bureau and the culi- ment retorted that they could not be
country could and would care for its
the Btation while two armed men held own unfortunates. Within four min- BANKS MUST APPLY ON cision on this point was reserved,
nary committee of the unemployed be- expected 1o serve them fo their dehim and tok a pocket Book containing utes, fifteen Russians burst into the
cause the men wanted the kitchen sires when ten assistant cooks of their
pending the arrival here of Claude O,
JOHN BOSTICK CASE
valuable papers.
at the teleTaylor, president of the Michigan
kept open all night and the manage- own number threatened to strike un' There was a mob of about 75 per- room. I was standing
PRESCRIBED FORMS
ment refused.
State Kederatiou of Labor, who was
less they were paid full union wages
phone at the time and was putting In
sons howling and making threats, a call. Charles H. Tanner, of CaliforAt 11 o'clock the police were called In addition to
FRAN- giving them tlieir bed
AT SAN
ON TUESDAY
ITS-SLt1-ARRESTED
he
said,
asserted.
closed.
was
kitchen
iu
and
McNaughton,
the
"
Moyer
and hoard. Rather than cripple the
nia, traveling auditor for the Western
instructed the two guards to stay with Federation of Miners, was with me.
TO
TAKEN
HE
LOS
IS
became known.
ANGELES,
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP IN FEDCISCO,
whole machinery of distribution the
5,000 Instead of 30,000.
him, until he was safely away.
Much of the activity at the union
"Several men grabbed hold of me
compromised yesterday, by
l.os Angeles, Calif., Dec. 27. Five manager
AND
IS SENTENCED
PLEADS GUILTY,
ERAL
BANKING
RESERVE
SYSTEM
to
the
return
would
he
aid
that
He
fifteen
headquarters was centered on plans
and held me while another man came
thousand men out of work in Los An- allowing the assistant chefs
earliest
the
at
WITHIN NINETY
possible up from behind and struck me with
TO BE HUNG
MUST BE IN FORM OF RESOLUTION for the funerals of some seventy viccopper range
instead of 30,000 as reported cents an hour.
geles,
in
moment and that Governor Ferris,
tims of the Christmas eve panic in a
from police and other
the butt of his revolver on the head.
The housing committee of the un- AND
PASSED BY DIRECTORS
DAYS, FOR KILLING PASSENGER AGENT
FORhis opinion, should declare martial Then there was a report of a gun and
union hall.
sources, is the report received luuaj employed estimated today mat mere
law in the strike section..
ON S. P. TRAIN, DEC. 13TH.
WARDED
Six local churches will be the scenes
HOW RETO WASHINGTON.
felt a piercing sensation in my back.
by Acting Mayor W. J. Written and aro j 3,(100 idle single men in San
of funeral rits tomorrow tho eorvippa
Moyer was put in a lower berth in I do not think that anyone shot me dethe cil.v council, following a through Francisco, of whom 1.000 have no
BE
WILL
SERVE
CITIES
SELECTED.
Tanner-bruisethe front of the car, and
,
I think that the gun used
,
being divided according to the na-- '
canvass of the whole city by a Good roofs over tlieir heads at night. The
Los
from kicks and with a badly liberately.
bAnff,1,!"'
and religious beliefs of the
in hitting me on the head was disFellow's committee, a private charity. idle married men who eke out a livtionality
bruised and swollen left eye, was
27. The victims. A few of the dead will not !o,BtU:k'
Of the 5,000 unemployed, 3,000 men ing with the help of their wives and
the action.
I). C, Dec.
during
charged
Washington,
sentenced to he hanged at
placed in the next berth.
families dependent upon them children and can Bleep Indoors wera
have
"Then two men gold hold of my method to be followed by national be buried until husbands and fathers San
Quentin for the murder of Horace and the remainder are "floaters" ac- reckoned at 5,000. Without
The two guards, each armed with arms and dragged me out of the hotel.
who journeyed to westward states to
disputing
two pistols in holsters, according to Down the street we went. When two banks in making application for ad- find employment, can arrive here. Ar-- R. Montague, the passenger agent who cording to the report.
these figures, Secretary Hegart said
Hostiek when the latter
was
slain
by
exnew
to
mission
reserve
Edmonton
federal
the
Krafft,
and
to
Tanner
Moyer,
rangements have been made for a
that only 2,500 applied to ln'm yestermen became tired, two other huskies
Preparations are being made
the porter, took seats across the aisle took hold of me and although I was banking system was determined on to- joint procession to the cemetery, held up a Southern Pacific express pend emergency funds liberally in day for food and only 034 for work.
13.
at
Kl
December
train
Monte,
and remained there until Channlng, on my feet part of the time, yet for day by Secretaries
nubile improvements on which three Ml who asked for work were given
McAdoo
and where one hundred members of the
Tiostiok was taken before Judge
emMich., was reached at 2 a. ni.
federation today dug graves on lots! Gavin In
or four thousand men will bo
temporary municipal employment, of
blocks I was dragged.
the
of
Houston,
criminal
constituting
organization
the
department
con"The guards told me and the
months.
several
All
for
to
the
those who applied for food a number,
union.
the
by
a
mile
more
than
purchased
is
ployed
a
little
"It
was
to
committee.
It
decided
noon
before
the
require
court,
shortly
superior
Mr. Begart said, were repeaters. Ths
ductor, George Harris, that they were Houghton, where the. mob took; me. each bank through, tts board of dire"- - Roman Catholics x'W be burled iu one
S in Francisco. Dec. 27. The iineiii--,
today and before 12 o'clock struck he
rising wVh.Tanner ajid Moyer to pro-- All the while, they "were puHtng'me tors to pass a formal resolution, pre section of the cemetery and the
San Francisco were given plan most popular amottK the men
of
ployed
a.
conin
was
back
the
county
prison,
"meal
tect them from further molestation," along the others were yelling, 'Lynch scribed by the federal committee,
be
on an adjoining plot.
distribution
a
of
of
would
supervisboard
the
demned man, preparing to leave for permission by
said the porter, Krafft. Krafft said him" and "hang him" and calling me which will constitute a
Whether there will bo any speaking San
their own culinary tickets, good on demand for a given,
legal applicaQuentin tonight to meet death ors to organizeorder that
that Moyer did not protest, and Moyer the vilest of. names.
at
the
has
not
determinbeen
in
they might! sum 0n any restaurant. The super-havgraves
tion for stock in the new regional
committee,
HO
on
the
within
days.
gallows
confirmed this.
ed, as President Moyer had this phase
so to speak, a linger in their visor's committee would not listen
the station, banks.
we reached
"When
from
The
entire
the
proceedings,
"The conductor and train crew James McNaughton, general manager
t0
Within sixty days each bank is di- of the plans in charge and the local time the bandit was arraigned in a own pie.
could see what was happening. I and vice president of the Calumet and rected to submit its directors alterna- union officials had not been informed
A meeting of the finance committee
were
that
they
men
The
complained
township justice court, until he pasdidn't need to tell them," said Moyer.
supplied later took up the problem of
Mecla mines, drove up in an automo tive propositions, rejecting or accept- of his action in this regard.
out of the superior court, con kept too long in line and
sed
some permanent solution of the
Two hours before the attack Moyer .1 bile. He rushed up to me and said ing the resolution prescribed by the
Hearses will convey the bodies of
badly prepared and insufficient cing
just two hours and
and an inquiry Into actual
had completed a plan lor settlement ,Yqu gpt ont Qf ma c()mitry forever If federal organization committee. If the sixteen adults to the cemetery but the demned, occupied
problems
employment
food
the
by
eighteen minutes.
conditions.
of the strike.
has
forwhich
comns
will
nunot
a
be
it
tnose
is
resolution
Halt
I'll
come
ever
back
adopted,
charily
a
containing
when he came Into court the youth-dre- bureau,
you
hang you.'
private
"It was to the effect that the presichildren who were killed In the ful bandit and
"Then he continued to abuse me in warded to Washington by the cashier
was hardly able
dent of the United States and the gov- the vilest manner. When the train of the bank as the formal application panic will be born through the streets to talk audibly.slayer
Judge Craig admon-oand dangerously wounded today by a
ernor of Michigan should appoint five left, I was thrown bodily onto it. Twc of the bank for entry in the system.
the shoulders of stalwart strikers. ished him to speak louder. In a
BOUGHT
GLOUER
or seven arbitrators to settle the men who claimed to be deputy shertramp whom he attempted to drive
men have been delegated to per-- !
With its plans decided on for choosper, Dostick waived all rights, accord-forfrom a school house near St. Charles.
whole thing, and that the strikers iffs then got on. They took me into ing cities for the new federal reserve
this service for each little
TWO
PISTOLS
to
to
as
prisoners
attorneys,
jed
later gave himself up, sayThe
should return Immediately to work," the
jlays and methods of procedure, and
sleeper and soon after Mr. Tan- banks, the federal bank organization
BEFORE MURDER ing hetramp
was A. Sampson,
of Glenn's
The local union officials announced then in answer to the nuestlon: "Are
explained Moyer.
ner was brought in. He, too, had been committee today turned its attention
As the train drew near Chicago
Ferry, Idaho.
in the room and forcibly to the perfection of formal application that, the entire federation membership you guilty or not guilty?" he answered
assaulted
Los Angeles, Cal., Dec. 27.
Tanner assisted his companion to taken to the station.
blanks, which shall be used by insti- from Ishpeming and Negaunee in the "Guilty," and sentence was immediate-iroobtained by city detectives which
dress in the berth. Victor Berger,
mining district of Michigan ly pronounced, Judge Craig saying
"One of the deputies handed the con- tutions seeking membership.
(leeUired that Rov Glov WOULD TRY TO
who accompanied them from Milwau ductor our tickets and said that we
Officials reiterated that the selection would attend the funerals. A Rpocial that the offense charged the murder
FASTEN BLAME
kee, assisted Moyer from the tra!n. On were going to Chicago. The deputies of the fourteen cities for hearings did train is expected to bring these men of Montague, who appeared in a Pull- - er, the San Antonio land agent, had
of any to Calumet tomorrow.
the platform, he was surrounded bv
man coach while Rostick was rob- purchased two automatic pistols priori
on the train until we had pas- not indicate the positive choice
stayed
ON THE MILITIA
in
of them for the location of reserve
Accounts of Moyer's deportation ob- bing the passengers was an offense to the tragedy of last Sunday
newspaper reporters and photograph- sed over into Wisconsin.
tainable
banks.
in some re- that merited no less than death on which the former Boer soldier, Dandiffered
ers, and he stood supported by Tantoday
"Somewhere on the trip a doctor
announcement spects from those available during the the gallows.
iel DeVilliers, met, death, resulted to-Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 27. The comThe committee's
ner, while photographs were taken.
from tne mittee of the Colorado Federation of
"in the name of common sense" was called to dress my wounds. He follows:
in an announcement
It
excitement
last
Then
hit--;
was
day
bowed
night.
Bostick
was
head
and
men
of
oue
was
the
summoned
by
"A meeting of the majority mem- said that three men escorted the union led back to jail.
district attorney's office that i. lover Labor named to investigate outrages
shouted Berger, "give him a rest; get who said
they were deputies and he bers of the federal reserve organiza- executive from the Scott hotel in Hanhim to bed," and he joined In the es- told the doctor
alleged to have been committed by
The case of Rostick was ended in would be held for trial.
to
bill
to
the
send
tion committee, consisting of the sec cock across the bridge to the copper record time. He was captured TuesDeVilliers was shot when he at- the militia in the strike zone, today
cort which protected Moyer on the the sheriff at Calumet.
of the treasury and the sec- range railroad station in Houghton. day in San Francisco, brought here tempted to enter Glover's home osten- questioned Robert Uhlich, the union
way out of the union station.
"In order to prove my case, I got retary of
agriculture, was held today. Today's accounts generally agreed Christmas day, confessing to Sheriff sibly to see his former wife, who organizer and strike leader, now beretary
Moyer, through Tanner, sent sever- a statement from the doctor."
"The committee decided to
fifty or more men went into the Hammel on the way, and today he claims now fo be Mrs. Glover, and his ing held in the county jail on a mural telegrams, among thein one to
Mr. Moyer then reached into his
to every national hotel and that a crowd of several him- - was sentenced to die
two little children, who were brought der charge growing out of the recent
for his crime.
Ernest Mills, of Denver, who said: coat and got two sheets of paper on ward immediately
here bv Glover last October. Glover battles between strikers
and state bank and trust company a dred awaited them at the railroad staand armed
"He'll go back." Moyer repined that which was written this statement:
e
declared he shot DeVilliers in seir' guards iu the Ludlow district.
copy of the federal reserve act, to- tion,
LOS ANGELES HAS
Mills was right, and that the strik"Charles H. Moyer was treated by gether with the form of application
After the shooting an unThe affidavits given the union offwhile held as a military prisoner
MORE HIGH WATER. defense.
ers would win.
me for a gunshot wound in the back, for membership in the federal reserve icials stated that Moyer was literally
pistol was found beside the aj tno cjtv
TjMich wrote a
Los
discharged
was
Al27.
Dec.
Dec.
Calif.,
Angeles,
Wis.,
27."!
Milwaukee,
In nature, and
insuperficial
apparently
at
the
room
and
from
his
and
the
of
dragged
t0
tel.
through
John
system.
Mcl.ennon,
the
tide
president of
room
was
In
though
than
men
yes25
my
about
higher
attacked by
lacerations of the scalp. (Signed! J.
the provision of the fed the streets. There was also informa- terday, when considerable damage quoBt the former Mrs. DeVilliers said thp Colorado Federation of Labor, in
at the Scott hotel in Hancock, Mich., W. Story, M. D. Countersigned, W. B. eralUnder
two
shots had been fired waB done, the sea was calmer
the struggle
reserve act, all national banks tion here that
i,B declared that the military
today she had witnessed
last night at about 8:34 o'clock, struck Hendley, deputy sheriff."
are required to signify their accept- and that some members of the eject- - and the coast towns between Long tween the two men and had seen De-rjsonCTS were tortured in amloBt In- over the head with the butt of a re
Moyer said he was going to stop in ance of Its terms and provisions on uieiu commutes carried Duggy wnips Beach and Santa Barbara suffered Villters wti n a weapon in nis iiauu j.. i )lumall manner and given only a
volver, shot in the back, dragged Chicago
just long enough to get "fixed or before February 22, 1914, and all which they placed with considerable iess.
made in advance before he fcl1- mortally wounded. M goanlv Supplv of food. John Lawson,
through the hotel and streets and put up" and then he would go... back to eligible state banks and trust com frequency on Moyer. The manager of to meetPreparations
,, nf ,i,fi committee.
stated
the
crest
of
the tide nWHvU. Shanno, a deputy district attorney, ,,.,:,.
on a train and told to leave that coun- Calumet to lead the
are permitted, to signify thein the hotel said that when the intrud- - nfiui.
r.vi,w.b ti.ic
fight of the strik
,iisad todav hat the information re- - none of the findings would be made
try forever," said Chas. H. Moyer, ing copper miners. He said that his panies
ers left there, Moyer was uninjured adequate, and the losses, estimated at yarding the alleged purchase by
acceptance within the same time.
public until the investigation had been
president of the Western Federation federation was bound to win.
of the tw0 weapons convinced him
"It was determined that the organ!- - and was walking upright. No shots
$150,000 and $200,000 vester- completed.
of Miners, during his stop here, on a
have hear- - were fired in the hotel, he said, and
had no additions today. Houses that It was necessary to hold Glover,
"I have never said that a member zation committee would
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul train of the Citizens Alliance caused the ings in various Important cities in the there was no struggle or other evi- - day
on the strand at Venire fieean PxrklTt was announced at the same time PUEBLO JEWELER IS
while en route to Chicago,
dence of disorder within its walls. ;and Santa Monica, which seemed yes- - na Clover would be held for prelim-thFOUND DEAD IN BARN
panic at Italian hall," said Moyer, country for the purpose of securing He
Mr. Moyer occupied his berth, and when asked as to his
views of bankers and business!
said, "a number of men" went to!)er(jav auo,lt t0 tonnle over into the inary hearing Wednesday and that In
statereported
room.
his pillow and bed linen were stained ments. "I did
made
be
men
would
to
the
as
the
of
the
division
Moyer's
country
meatilimerlnquiries
swirl
of water the ocean threw into
say that there were
Dpc. 27. After he
Pu,b,
First word of the whereabouts of!(he sfrwts, were drawn back out of regarding the marring of Clover Jfo the
.with the blood from wounds in his 25 men who would swear that
they into federal reserve districts, and the
,a(i bppu missing for three days.
Calu-- !
natur-eto
came
federation
was
He
back.
and
In
Mrs.
district
DeVilliers
each
of
the
location
good
president
scalp
headjthe
saw a man wearing a Citizens Alliance
danger during the night. Wooden
Charles Sund. jeweler, was found dead
uispan-urdespite his wounds, and said that button rush up the stairs, stick his office or tne federal reserve banks imei m ssoemieu
bulkheads erected In place of the!
from a bullet wound in a barn near his
.
t.,..
after they "got healed up" in Chicago, head through the door and yell "fire." wMnl, oro in H.i natahliahcl iinrioi- - tlio ffOIll Green BaV. Wis.
FORMER COUNTY JUDGE
home today. Sund's dog summoned
These were followed by a telegram ter(av Hnd(,r tne
he would return to Calumet and fight
SHOT BY A TRAMP. a neighbor by persistent barking. A
"We can take care of our own peo- federal reserve act.
onsIaug)lt of the
In
told
- from Moyer
himself
he
which
comnot
owners
be
for
the
mine
will
to
last."
"It
the
"those
possible
ibreakf,rgi neld successfully.
ple. We have fought their battles.
St. Charles, Mo., Dec. 27. Henry C. revolver clutched In the dead man's
"At 8:30 o'clock Sheriff Cruse and We have fed them while they were mlttee to hold sessions in any other the local officers to carry out plans
former county judge of St. hand Indicated suicide, according to
Dierker,
on
and
ask
them
agreed
but
be
previously
will
toiWATER FAMINE AND ZERO
shout fifteen other men came to my hungry and clothed them when they cities,
ample opportunity
Charles county,-- Missouri, was shot the coroner.
file
of
and
the
rank
strikers!
tell
the
for
room to aBk me about arrangements were cold. Now we can bury them. given
representatives of various
WEATHER AT MONTREAL.
k's removal to Chicago need not
sections of the country contiguous
them.
comdiscourage
these cities to appear before the
jMomreal, Dec. 27. Zero weather
cor- Employes of the Waddell-Mahomlttee and present their views. It
t(J(av nicreasP(1 the suffering caused
W.
ot
tne
and
local
members
must not be inferred that the com- poration
by t)e watpr tamine ,lere Many big
denied Moyer's
mlttee has determined upon any one 'Citizens Alliance
buildings, including two hospitals, put
'
l
'
of these cities as a location for tin
'8
;0ut their fires because they could get
Only three men employed by ;))0 water ror tieir Btearn boilers. The
federal reserve banks; they have been
in
in
are
corporation
question
chosen as places for holding sessions
the;cojd hampered the distribution of In response' to thousands of post- came down," he remarked.
This is the second alleged kidnaping corpus,
fter the prisoners had been of the committee solely because of ;strike district now. One of these was
The clerks were at work until If)
tpr , tank carta hecause the water cards calling atteutio nto the fact
in which Charles H. Moyer has figur- taken to Idaho, habeas corpus writs their accessibility and convenience
in oeu, Buuermg .rom me e.iecs oi froz before u r,,ached C0118umers. In that "your taxes are due," hundreds of o'clock this morning mailing out cards
"The committee will sit at the cus- being caught in a jam when he was
ed. With William D. Haywood, and were sworn out In that state, but after
e
do,.torB and mirses wen, people are seen wearing long faces to residents in precincts 17 and 18.
the supreme court tom house in New York
to rescue strikers chil- - aboutllospftal8
prolonged
litigation
,
attempting
dutie
fur coatSi and as they walk to the county treasurer's More cards will go out tonight to add
their
A.
City.
Januar)
Pettibone, he was arrested of the United States rendered an
George
to the happiness of people in pre2 and 3: in Boston, January 5 and 6, dren from the Italian hall disaster, and extra bIankptg were glven
pa,ien,8. office in the court house.
in February 1906, charged with the opinion that the
.
kidnaping and return to New York for addi- the other two denied they were In U,any offlceg wpre c,oged from ,ack of
does NOT suggest cincts 3 and 4.
The
procession
murder of former Governor Frank of Moyer, Haywood and Pettibone, tional sessions on
A feature of the payment of taxes
"The Day We Celebrate," and the
the Sth and 9th. any way concerned in the deportation. neat
Steunenberg of Idaho. The arrest was legal. The union officers were The committee will sit In
The Citizens Alliance has no formal
The city faces two dangers, fire and reason is easy to understand when is the refusal of many people to pay
Washington
was made on a requisition issued by acquitted of the Steunenberg murder from
be- -'
January 12 to 17: In Chicago, organization and all men approached disease, owing to the lack of sanitary one remembers the raise ordered on the one per cent penalty imposed Dethe governor of Idaho and honored by in a notable trial in which Harry Or"all other property." One man who cause the taxes were not paid on
January 19, 20 and 21: St. Louis, on the subject today said they were conveniences.
the governor of Colorado, and the chard made a dramatic confession in January
22, 23 and 24; Denver, Janu- totally Ignorant of the happenings at
several days must elapse before the thought he was lavish in turning in cember 1. As the books were not
three union officers were hurried into which he claimed he had been hired
Hearings for the other Hancock.
break in the Intake pipe from the St. $300 worth of personal property found ready on that date, many tax payers
a special train before their counsel as a wholesale slayer by the Western ary 26.
Efforts to get an authorative state- - Lawrence, which caused the trouble, that It had been raised fifty per cent. declare that they do not see why
had time to secure writs of habeas Federation of Miners. '
. (Continued on page five).
ment from any one person met with lcan be repaired.
"Clothing has gone up since the tariff penalty should be collected.
We ask no help from others."
Moyer would not say whether any
of the men who attacked him were in
the sheriff's party which had talked
with him just a few minutes before.
lie said that he did not recognize any
of thein as the same.
"But," he said, "I cannot under-stand how the deputies happened to
be at the station waiting when the j
mob got there. Neither can I under-- !
stand how it is they had Chicago
tickets for Mr. Tanner and myself,
nor how they could summon a doctor EVIDENCE
IS NOW BEING GATHERED
HOW HE LIVED and tell him to charge the treatment
HIS STORY OF THE OUTRAGE CAUSES ONE TO WONDER
to the county unless the sheriff knew
AS TO THE MEN
RESPONSIBLE
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS REPORTER AT MIL- all of the time that the attack was
THROUGH
IT, ALTHOUGH
THE
OUTRAGE.
FUNERALS
FOR
to
take
hinted
going
place." Moyer
AND APPARENTLY FREE FROM ALL lhat he thought the sheriff's conferFOUND HIM CHEERFUL
WAUKEE
EVE
OF CHRISTMAS
PANIC VIC
ence was simply a ruse to find out
AS SOON AS HE RECOVERS, THOUGH whether he was alone and if it would
SAYS HE WILL RETURN
PAIN
TIMS TO BE HELD SUNDAY.
be safe for the other party to attack
WARNED NOT TO DO SO.
him.
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PAGE TWO
SHAKE IT OFF.

WE ARE

JA

Rid Yourself of Unnecessary Burden;

PREPARED

A

NECESSARY STEP

To take care of all Xmas orders,

large or small, on

Candy, Fruits, Nuts, Turkeys, Chickens,
Ducks, Oysters, Extia Fancy Holly, Wreaths,

1

JUST NOW

Don't bear unnecessary burdens.
Burdens of a bad back are heavy.
Get rid of them.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for bad kidneys.
For lame, weak and aching backs.
Local endorsement
proves their
worth.
Hilario Baca. Delgado St., Santa Fe,
N. M.. says: "Off and on for three or
-- .1..
r
i mui jniiiiH im my uai'K.
iuur ijiuiiuis,
They were severe at times, especial-- !
ly if I lifted or brought any strain on
the muscles of my back. The trouble
was so persistent that I thought it
was caused by weak kidneys. After
I had used Doan's Kidney Pills a short
time, I improved and by the time I
had finished one box, I was cured.
The cuie has been permanent and 1
haven't needed Doan's Kidney Pills
for a long time. I have told about
my experiences before In a public
statement and I am pleased to recommend Doan's Kidney Pills again.''
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Keinember the name Doan's and
take no other.

TO

MEET

THE

THREATENED

TRANSPORTATION

TEM OF

THE

HARD

SYS-

THESE DAYS OF MODEUN METH
Electricity plays a most Important part.
The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance ot the modern home and why all this light ? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth

I

COUNTRY IS

'

T

AND

OVER

A

TON OF XMAS CANDY

HIKl ER

RIGHT

THE

AT

PRICE.

GROCERY GO.

FHIOlSrE 40.

Foster-Milhur-

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Seal wssf&ut Wood
PHONE 85 MAIN.

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE

CORD WOOD
COAL, ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T & S. F. Railroad Depot

Rio Grande

RAILROAD COMPANY.
Christmas and New Year Holiday Excursion Fares
ail stations on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande
Southern Railroads in Colorado and New Mexico
TO all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande Southern
Railroads In Colorado and New Mexico.
ALSO FROM all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande Railroaod to
all stations in COLORADO on the following lines: CHICAGO,
FROM

BURLINGTON

& QUINCY R. R., CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND &
COLORADO & SOUTHERN RY., COLORADO MIDRY., FLORENCE & CRIPPLE CREEK RY., MISSOURI-PACIFIRY., SAN LUIS SOUTHERN RY., UNION PACIFIC R, R.

PACIFIC RY
LAND

FARES
One

first-clas- s

fare for the round trip

one-wa-

to all points on the

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
To all points on above Foreign Lines mentioned, the fare will be
made by the use of one first class fare for the round
trip to Pueblo
or Denver plus fare and one third, Pueblo or Denver to destination.
Dates of Sale, Dec. 23d, 24th, 25th arid 3 1st. 1913, and Jan. 1st, 1914.

Return Limit, January Sth,

1914.
"

FOR INFORMATION

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A..
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

N.-M-

.

C. L. POLLARD,

President.

J.

R.

CRICHTON,

Manafer ri Treasurer.

Secretary.

SOAP

State College, N. M., Dec. 27. The
first half year's work of the New Mexico College of Agriculture
and Mechanic Arts has closed and the larger
part of the students have gone to
their homes in every part of the state
to spend the holidays.
The semester just closed has proven
one of the best and most enthusiastic
in the history of the college. The eu- rollment, which was not expected to
be as high as the average this year,
has exceeded that of the first semester last year and the year before,
and it is confidently predicted that the
record will be broken before the end
of the year's work.
The standard of scholarship for the
fall term has been high. The final
grades handed in by the instructors
show an unusually small number of
failures and conditions, and the num- her of unexcused absences from
classes has been growing steadily less
since the opening of college, in September. There are seven students enrolled for
work, eight
seniors, and seventeen Juniors. The
and special
sopnomore, rresiiman
are uniformly large. Of the
total 241 students in the institution,
4!) are enrolled
in the agricultural
course, 50 in the different branches
of engineering, 32 in domestic science,
25 in commercial work, 70 in general
"
-science and 18 i
trades, '
In athletics th
through a succes
ball team winnii
of Arizona aud
student athletic
oh,,,-engood financial conumuu. ul
luiiwcly letters nua v.m...wi.
i,i,um
activities have been done equally representation in its most dangerous
PULL THE MAN OUT
'
well.
The literary and debating so- form. It remains today what it was
cieties are wid awake, the agricultural then, and Its continuance is the cause
Seaford, Del., Dec. 27 The bridge
and engineering
clubs are doing of the high cost of living and ot the
across the Nanticoke river above Sea- steady work, and the Young Men's limitation of our apportunittes
fori
Christian association
lias almost getting a living today. It is this sys- ford collapsed while James Dennard
was drivnig a pair of mules across,
doubled its membership.
tem that is responsible for the tens of
and all were thrown into the icy watSeveral new reservations have al- thousands of working people who are er.
The tide was low and Dennard,
n
ready been made for the second se- - out of employment in our great cities mules and wagon, stuck in the mud.
mester, nnd indications point to a today in the face of winter.
For two hours Dennard yelled for
"I am certainly safe In saying that
large increase in the attendance when
help. Alonzo Mathews, an express
the college reopens on January 5th. failure on the part of those now en- driver,
hearing cries, plunged In and
trusted with our public business to swam across the channel,
but was unrealize this fact and to act upon It, able to release Dennard,
OUR GIGGLY GIRLS
mean
will
political suicide, and the
Finally he cut the traces, fastened
ARE SOME CHEWERS only practical way to meet it is to to a rope around Dennard and attachforthwith extend the postoffice over ed it to the mules. .He
whipped the
the whole business of public transpor- animals until they tore themselves
New York, Dec. 27. Giggly Amertation and transmission with low uni- from the muddy bottom and swam
ican girls chew away every year in
form cost
flat rates ashore with the men
trailing behind
gum the price of three dreadnoughts,
and with this to guaranaccording to Hudson Maxim in an everywhere,
tee
to
those
who
have
our
built
up
address today nt the New York Theand transmission sysater, where Dr. Madison C. Peters con- transportation
tems
low and certain return for the
a
ducted a peace meeting.
actual services which they have renTwo hundred battle ships a year dered to the
general public."
could be built from rum receipts,
while tobacco would contribute almost
The
reason why the govEvery Woman
as heavily to the national armament ernmentprincipal
of the United States should
Is interested and should
he said.
know about the wonderful
adopt Postmaster General Burleson's
Maxim declared the machine gun recommendation
and postalize the
Marvel
voucne
was the best peacemaker known.
telephone-telegrapbusiness is on the
"It permits 19 men to stay at home ground of inefficiency of the present
to do productive labor where 20 once privately-owneservice. It has been Askyourdruggristfor
If he cannot suphad to go to war," he said.
(computed that of seventeen principal ft.
ply the MARVEL.
countries of the world, sixteen of them accept no oiner, dui
send stamp for book.
show two telegraph offices for every marvel
LIFE SAVING SERVICE
Ca.. 44 E.23i Jt.. If.
HAS GOOD YEAR'S RECORD three postofflces, at least, while the
in rank the United States has
jlast
ne
office to seven
Washington, D. C, Dec. 26. Out of Postofflces. telegraph
LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT.
a total of 1743 casualties at sea during
stated in another form, our present
the fisu.nl venr purlin .Tune Siv last.
companies maintain
the highest in the history of the life privately-owneWINDOWS, DOORS
less than one telegraph office for every
were
69
vessels
service,
only
saving
lost and 73 persons were drowned, ac- 10,000 people in the United States,
an average rate of about 36 AND MOULDING
and
cording to the annual report of S. I. cents at
a
message as compared with 16
the
Kimball, general superintendent of
service, which has just been made cents a message In New Zealand,
which maintains under public ownerSAWYER
public.
ship more than 18 telegraph offices for
Through the efforts of the service, each
10,000
population.
vessels and their cargoes valued at
223 Sao Francisco St. Phone 206 W
$13,860,000 were saved. The crews of
the service with the assistance of rev DAMAGES SOUGHT
SANTA FE, N. M.
enue cutters and wrecking vessels, asFOR BED BUG BITE
sisted 1364 vessels, valued with their
cargoes at ?o,OJ2,9oo, aud carrying
53,16$ persons.
Milwaukee, Wis., Dec. 27. If you
w ere slumbering In a berth on a sw ift-IHow's This?
moving train and a cimex
. We offer One Hundred Dollars Realias bed bug, crept up and bit
Years
t ;ou, would you sue for $10,000?
ward for any case of Catarrh that
That is what a Milwaukee citiwen
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure,
PURCHASES
who arrived from the West recently,
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
The defendant In the suit
We, the undersigned, have known F has done.
Will get persoail attention,
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and ir, the St. Paul Railroad, and the case
believe him perfectly honorable In all will be tried in Montana, where the and the goods you get will be
business transactions and financially offense is alleged to have been comfirst-clain every respect and
able to carry out any obligations made mitted.
a
trifle
W
cheaper, because
P.
The
Milwaukee
Edwards,
just
man,
by his Arm,
who is suing the road, declares that we are not investing our monNATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE.
Toledo, O. this cimex lectularius had fone the ey in Plaza High Rents. See
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken inter- limit when he met him In the night.
the point ? Phone
nally, acting directly upon the blood When the man arrived In Milwaukee
and mucouB surfaces of the system. he carried one arm in a sling,
Testimonials sent free.
Price 75 he claimed that he been made i
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug- that his business was interefere !
e, GalUteo Street.
gists.
New Mexican Want Ads. at
Phona 177 J.
Take Hall's Tamily Pills for constl- jrlng results. Try it.

Lumber and Transfer Go.
(incorporated)

h:ea.idq,tjteis for
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

j

j

-

BUSINESS AND STORAGE

I

Phone 100 and 3$ W.

NEW MEXICO

''"

1

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

R0SWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked
"Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located

;

COL.JAS.W.WILLS0N,Sopt.

!

YOUR:

lectu-lar'u-

mew

con-no-

ss

:

E. A. CA ROOK, President.
J. E. RHEA ,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
Fer particulars and Illustrated cata-rueaddress,

1.

v

the beautiful Peaoi
feet above sea level,
Valley.
lunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEA It such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
eradiates from standard EastTen bulldlnia,
ern eolleg-es-.
modern in every respect.
In

8.700

Recenta

N'

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms.
Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full information cheeer fully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

ASK FOB TICKETS

,

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Goast, via

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

to Torrance thence.

East
or

The

t

j

Business Solicited."

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

OTHINQ

Wood-Davi-

sflM

rSFTHE FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

SJ'Your

POWER

I

For Rates and Full Information, Address
EUGENE FOX,
G. F. & P. Aft, El Paso, Texas.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

License Numbers, 6647.

Next Door to Postoffice.

CHRISTMAS

For quick results,
little "WANT."

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

RAL TRANSFER

desired.

S3--

I

I

father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be

CUTICURAj

j

L. A. HUGHES,

ODS,

for

With

neglected

j

I The Denver k

(By Oilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C, Dee. 27. Im
mediate taking over of the railroads
and the entire transportation system
by the lulled States government is
an absolutely necessary step to meet
the threatened hard times and panic
which is surely impending, in the
opinion of James L. Cowles, secretary
of the Postal Progress league, and au--;
thor of "A Freight and Passenger
Post," who is now in Washington, endeavoring to stir congress to action
on the question of government ownership of railroads and other means of
transportation.
Assisted when necessary by
"There ought to be formed in every Cuticura Ointment.
They
state of the union committees to call
the skin and scalpclean'
on congress and the president and de- - keep
mnnd the immediate government ac and clear, sweet and healthy,
quisition of every single line of trans besides soothing irritations
portation in the United States, and which often prevent Sleep
also all the steel mills, and then im-- !
':x
become
mediately provide for the building ot 3.nd
a line of ocean transports to run be- chronic disfigurements.
tween the Atlantic and Pacific coast,"
Catlours Soap and Ointment sold throunhout ths
sample of each mailed free, with
said Mr. Cowles today. "Then we world. book.Liberal
Address "cuticura," Dept. 8B, Boston.
awMen who shave and shampoo with Cutloura,
should apply the postal principle on
wUl
Dud
It best (or skin aud scalp.
which letters are sent anywhere In Soap
the country and to the Philippines
for 2 cents, and take the lowest local SISTERS OF CHARITY
rate for freight and passenger ser
THANK MANY DONORS
vice and make that the uniform stand
art! rate for all distances," he con
The Sisters or St. Vincent Sanitartinued. "What Is a railroad for if not
to eliminate distance? Rates for ser- - ium desire herewith to express their
vice should depend on the bulk and cordial appreciation and thankfulness
weight of the package, and not on the for the donations which have been so
distance and not on the value of the generously made to bring to those in
package. Th value must be covered need Xmas cheer and help during the
most blessed season of the year. The
by insurance, but bulk and weight a;i
In the mail service should be the following are among those who made
to the Sisters of Charity:
only determining factors in makim', donations
Most. Rev. J. B. Pitaval, Rev. Jules
the rate. It may sound absurd to a
person who has never thought of the Deraches, Rev. M.,T. J. Bahr, Hon. BenH. Sloan, Mrs. Mcmatter, but a dollar a passenger from jamin Read, Dr.
coast to coast, and a dollar a ton fur Kay, Hon. Howell Earnest, Mrs. Anna
freight anywhere in the United StattJ Siemon, Henry Siemon, Mrs. Charles
is easily possible fact it is the only Wagner, Carl Bishop, L. B. Wooters,
R. J. Palen, John Pflueger, Mrs. Warlogical way to make rates. You charge
The Capital
five cents a fare for a passenger who ner, Miss Clara Oisen,
rides on the street car, no matter how Pharmacy, Zook's Pharmacy, Col. R.
E. Twitchell, E. C. Burke, Butt Bros.,
far he rides; you can just as well
Frank Owen, Nathan Salmon, Julius H.
ply the same principle on the rail
Seligman, The White
roads, and (hat is what ought to be Gerdes, H.Adolph
S. Kaune, H. B. Cartwright,
done. We must make the arteries of House,
commerce and communication easy to Santa s Fe Hardware & Supply Co.,
Hardware Co., Santa Fe
use. That is the thing that will reLumber and Transfer Co., Amado Gutduce the high cost of living, and that
ierrez, Delgado Shoe Co., Leo Hersch,
.!.. J ,
omf,r. Tho Modern CXrrtoow P
t t

N

j

STATE COLLEGE
CLOSES THE TERM

FACTORY WOOD

SAWED WOOD

n

27, 1913.

1LSGHT1

BABY 'S SKIN

TIMES THE TAKING OVER OF THE
ENTIRE

DECEMBER

PRESERVE

Santa Fe Citizen Shows
You How.

SATURDAY,

RATES

HOLIDAY
ONE

AID

FARE

ONE-THIR- D

For the Round Trip Between All
Points on the

A.T.&.S. F.R.R.

IN NEW MEX.,

Also to All Points on the

A.T.& S.F.

R. R. IN COLORADO,
Trinidad to Denver inclusive.

Dates of Sale, December 23rd, 24th, 25th and
31st, and Januaay 1st, 1914. Return Limit,

January 5th,

1914.

HOLIDAY RATES FOR STUDENTS

I

TEACHERS

For the benefit of Students and teachers tickets will be
d
fare for the round trip besold at rate of one and
tween all points in Jfew Mexico, including Coast lines west
of Albuquerque, on December 19th and 20th on condition
that such parties present certificates from teacher or principal' of the school, showing attendance at said school.
"Minimum selling rate, $5.00, return limit January 5th,
1914.
one-thir-

For particulars, call on any agent of the Santa Fe.

UNDO ORTIZ,

Santa

H. S. LUTZ, A6ENT.
New Mexico.
Fe,

i

SATURDAY,

DECEMBER
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Mr. It. L. Ormsbee, Soloist.
1S.K9;
lowest, 0, in 1895.
THAT PREVENT SLEEP.
Gatratt
Tibi
Gloria
TAUGHT
Forecast.
COLLEGE
if
"BIG BUSINESS" OUSTS
HEAD;
These coughs are wearing and
No. 59 "It Came
H v toSermon
and
Hymn
Fe
For
Santa
vicinity:
they "hang on," can run one down
Cpon the Midnight Clear" ...Willis
night and Sunday, colder tonift .c
physically and lower the vital resist
For New Mexico: Tonight generally Amen No. 211 (Muck or the HymnHIS PUPILS TO BE PROGRESSIVE.
ance to disease. Mr- Bob Ferguson,
Tearno
al)
fair and slightly colder: Sunday fair.
319 Pine St., Green Bay, Wise, writes:
Mr. Kdilor:
the question as to whether or not
Beethoven
Gloria Patria
Weather Conditions.
n yon arc not crowueu lor space i jn ., year or two n)or0 if tuere via
"I was greatly troubled with a bad
Lose
Now
Own
Our
Fills
Their
But
Anthem
Bosses
May
to
Political
"Joy
They
The barometer has risen rapidly Offertory
would like to take a little space
cough that kept me awake nights. Regents Listen
not be another move in thn legislature
Worthing
Hearts Today"
Scalps.
over the Salt Lake basin and the
Two small bottles of Foley's Honey
your most excellent paper lo discuss to
Soloist.
A.
Miss
Florence
Ormsbee,
repeat the act of ten or twelve
n condition and not a
mountains since Friday mornAcro.d-inand Tnr Compound completely cured
Rocky
theory.
Special Corresondence).
Sentence "Praise God
Offertory
cool
weather
ID P."
and
generally
ago. It is about time that the
of
to
fair,
years
the
last
ilie
ing,
report
county
Seattle, Wash., Dec. 27. Because
From Whom All Blessings Flow"
collector there remained rorty-- l wo common people know why a certain
prevails. Some cloudiness, however,
Thomas Franklin Kane, president of
Franc
lingers In the Salt Lake basin, the
per cent of the county's taxes unpaid class are allowed to let their taxes
Applications for Grazing Permits.
the University of Washington and also;
Is
southwest and along the Pacific, and Recessional Hymn No. iis "O Little
A gentleman who is in a position to go delinquent and no
NOTICK
especial effort
of
Association
State;
',"
National
"."uft'of
the
Redner I. now
Town of Bethlehem"
pllaitions for p.raiil
another area of low pressure just apsaid that it was not the poorer made to collect them. I do not see
i'E-- ;
within tlhorses, sheep ami
Universities, had gathered around him
Chorus"..
hide
"Grand
.Post
PreciOrgan
Pacific,
off
North
the
not
to
lllirmulilt
taxes, any objection
pears
I'O.S
paid the
('ass that had
calling a mass meetfor piogressite
u..f,
liicrl iii my of.ia faculty renowned
Lenuirgre nut tbe more wealthy class. Now
miton of iwi4
pitation has occurred in parts of Washing and having tbe list of delinquents
M'Mi- i. on or lie- Ideas because
was
the university
tioe at Saniii
New
First
Colorado,
Presbyterian.
I'tah,
.
Full information
...
Tor. January
desire to ask if there has been any made and read and then call on the
ington, Oregon,
-. s to lie chart,'-1,i regard to Hi,lrt1""1"
gaining a"
Mexico and Kansas.
Temperatures
Corner Grant and Alarcy streets. special effort by the proper otf'cers of officers whose duty it is to explain
In
in the country
cd and hlnhk Linus lo most
the
progressive
JC.
Nevada,
in
H.
southern
Idaho,
Iklrtl-minister.
lower
are
I'm
i upon
lour county to collect this delinquent why this delinquent tax is not paid
McCollough,
applications wilt
and was turning out a crop of young
Arizona
request.
Utah and western Colorado,
Residence 134 Grant avenue.
Max? If not, then why not'.' When I from year to year. Are we who are
THOMAS K. HTKWART,
insurgents every term, political bosses
should
Conditions
give
will
ye WPIlt )(l ,)ny n)Y ,;iXPS n,e
"Turn ye, turn ye, for why
and Wyoming.
Supervisor. demanded the scalp of the
iy, not rich enough to go to law over
president.
this section fair weather over Sunday, die, saith the Lord."
found that they were Increased thirty- - paying our burdensome taxes going to
Excuses
were
him
for
firing
lacking
with lower temperature tonight.
It
f
Work for tne New Mexican.
45.
per cent above what lie down and pay our exorbitant taxes
Study of the four and
Sunday school
do so the regents tried to gag the proreview and election o( oHicers.
they were last year, and fifty per cent while the richer class get off until
working for you, for Santa Fe
gressive faculty.
the year
tbe new state.
they can get a big rake off? Shall n
THE CHURCHES.
Morning worship .11 o'clock. Ser- above what they were
Last year Washington elected a proto the children and address to fore. This. (oo. is on the same prop- sit with folded hands and ask no quesand just about tbe same assess tions? Or shall we refuse to pay our
gressive governor, who promised to
Hie Hflittts on "The Eldership."
Cathedral Church.
name progressive regents.
First Mass at 7 o'clock a. in.
meeting after the morning mem as gave m tne valuation iiijshii taxes until alt are treated alike? isgregational
The bosses demanded immediate
land the commissioners never changed it not about time that the common peoSermon in service
Second Mass at 9:30.
board,
action from the reactionary
valuation.
pie should be heard in this tax busf- 3 p. m.
Senior En- Endeavor
English.
Junior
still in office.
the proper ness?
Now, Mr. Editor, if
"Our
Third Mass at 10:3o. Sermon in deavor 6:30 p. m.
Subject.
How many capitalists will invest
They got it.
Spanish.
church at work for the world." Lead- - authorities had collected tbe dellnbe- - Uieir
of the state unithe
and
taxes
last
4 o'clock p. m.. Kosary and Bene- er, Ada
Nuent
year
year
money In a city where a very
Kane,
At
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moved.
The regents say that the uniChurch of the Holy Faith.
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Rev Leonidas Smith. Rector.
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An apple, with the flavor of a peach apple growers.
Phone
The rates for shipSince this system has been iu effect precipitation 0.02 of an Inch of snow.
6 a. m. was
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"I

LIVED

APART

FROM

OWN

MY

BODY!"

"The thought of returning to life
was repugnant," says fine old John
Wheeler in reciting the wonderful
to him Vivid
thing that happened remarkable
recollections of .a most

.tttt'tte trail!

mm

is
Grand Bapids, Mich., Dec. 27.
double?
woman
aud
man
every
one
WUen he or she separates can
from afar?
other
apart
the
see
part
man
John C. Wheeler is a fine old
a few
living at Ivanrest, a village
in
miles from here. As he stands up
patriarmeeting, with white hair and most
rechal beard, and tells of the
he
markable experience of his life,
makes an impressive figure.
I asked
"Yes," he said to me when
Mexican,
New
the
for
it
him about
"1 believe I had the most wonderful
in the
experience of any human being
world today.
"I have lived apart from my body.
1 am
"I have been dead! And now
alive very much alive!''
Wheeler is certainly very much
stands
alive. Over 70 years of age, heunbend-ablwith a spine as Btraight and
as a hickory pole. His eye is
clear and bis face is the picture of
health.
"I was swimming in a lake when
suddenly I went down. It was several
minutes before my companions missed1
me. When they secured my body

"I Watched the Rescuers Find it and Place it on the Bank.'

mile deep, mile

is a
wide and

painted in luntet hues.
A short and inexpensive aide trip
from main California line of the
Santa Fe. In a Pullman all the way.
El Tevar Hotel, management Fred

narvey,

provides

high-clas-

s

accom- -

rooaauons.
All you would like to know about
the Canyon is told in our booklet,
a nan oi vnasraa. - ask tor it.
H. S.

LITZ, Ajent.

SCENE

Monticello,

following
therein, the
tracts of land, viz.:
)
Section 3fi;
The West half W
Township 19 South, Range 2 W N. M.
'P. M., containing 320 acres, more or
iless; there are no improvements on
and NE
this land, also the W
Section 30, Township 25 South, Range
2 E., N. M. P. M., containing 4S0 acres
more or less; the improvements on
this land consist of one room adobe
j house, one w ell and
fencing, total
lvalue $185.00, no bid will be accepted
for less than $25.00 per acre, which is
the appraised value thereof,
The above sale of lands will be subject to the following terms and
viz.: The successful bidders
must pay to the Commissioner or
Public Lands, or his agent holding
of the prices ofsuch sale,
fered by them resectively for the land,
4 per cent Interest in advance for the
balance of such purchase prices', th?
fees for advertising and appraisement
and all costs incidental to the sale
herein, and each and all of said
amounts must be deposited In cash or
certified exchange at the time of sale,
and which said amounts and all of
them are subject to forfeiture to the
State of New Mexico if the successful
bidders do not execute a contract
within thirty days after it has been
mailed to them by the state land of
fice, said contracts to provide for the
payment of the balance of the pur
chase prices of said tracts of land in
thirty equal annual installments, with
interest on all deferred payments at
the rate of 4 per cent per annum In
advance, payment and interest due on
October 1st of each year, and such
other conditions, obligations, reservations and terms as may be required
4

N.

Y.,

automobile late tonight or tomorrow.

were mined.

In New Mexico the production was' pj1P infl refused to return to her
in excess of the 3.53C.S21 mer home at. Hartwick.
.
tons produced in 1912, and it. would
TEXAS: J. A.
GEORGETOWN,
have been considerably greater but
,
says: "For several years past
for tbe disastrous explosion in
ber which wrecked one of the Stag Foley's Honey and Tar Compound has
Canon Fuel company's mines at Daw-- j been my household remedy for all
son and resulted in the loss of 263 coughs, colds, and lung troubles. Ithas given permanent relief in a tuimlives and in an decreased output.
,1
uu. nooAa nf. nhetlnnte cnushs and
y... tl wlisup ueg:. siiruni men u.u.
v.oinaiiiK nu yjJioiro'
coins.
Sold
by The Capital
Want Ads. always substitutes.
New Mexican

bring results,

Try

Pharmacy.

It,

THE

LATEST

NEWS

FROM

NOAH'S

ARK

one-tent-

had been an agnostic, disbelieving
or a spiritual state of
existence, but my whole point of view
of life was changed. I never since
have had a shade of doubt in regard
to a spiritual state of existence. A
man is double and the body Is the
lesser part of him. I don't speak of a
future state as speculation, but simply as knowledge."

The Grand Cioyon

PUB-

j

in a hereafter

'.

NEW MEXICO.

OF TRAGEDY
Dec. 27 Miss
2". Except in Adelaide M. Brance, who has been a
Dec.
Washington,
of Public
Office of Commtsisoner
Colorado the production of coal in voluntary prisoner in the county jail
Lands, State of New Mexico.
the Rocky mountain states in 1913 since her detention in connection with,
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 27, 1913.
according the death of Melvin H. Couch, was
- showed a healthy increase,
that, pur- 'to estimates
Notice- is hereby given
Edward W. Pa'ke.-- , visited today by her brother, II. O.
ly
isuant to the provisions of an Act of !,if the. T'niteJ States geological sur Brance, of Hardwick, N ,Y.
The
Congress approved June 20th, 1910, vey. On account or uie sinno in int.-- meeting was most affectionate.
the Laws of the State of New Mexico, CoIoI.ado fl(,1(ls called September 10
Mr. Brance had not seen his sisn nd the rules and regulations of the
thr ter for fourteen years and until last
.
...... u.
I
(1IIU put Into effect September
n
n
slate land omce, tne i;oiuiuii"u--production for the remainder of the Sunday, when she emerged from the
public lands will offer at public sale, vcar was from 50 to CO per cent of office of the lawyer, had received only
a.
o'clock
10
to the highest bidder, at
normal, and the ultimate effect j nn occasional letter from her. He
- the
m. on Monday, the 19th day of Januthe industry of the state was a ,as advised Miss Brance to seek rest
upon
ary, 1914, in the town of Las unices, reduction in the annual total of ap- - n a sanitarium and is ready to give
County of Dona Ana, State of New proximately 1,500,000 tons compared ler au possible help. Miss Brance Is
Mexico, In front of the Court House with 1912, when 10.977.S24 short tons pXpPCted
to leave Monticello in an
described
FOR PUBLICATION,
LIC LAND SALE.

'

I

was unconscious. They sent for a
doctor half a mile away, and when he
came he pronounced me dead. I was
then taken to uij boarding place and
another doctor was sent for who lived
a mile away. He, too, pronounced me
dead after an examination.
"Then they laid me out, covering
me with a sheet. The next day .a girl
who was passing through the room
where I lay noticed a movement of
the cloth over my face and gave the
alarm. They came to me, chafed my
hands and body and I was soon able to
sit up among them.
"It was not the fact that I regained
consciousness after so long a time that
is remarkable, but it was the fact
that, while I was apparently dead, 1
never was so much alive in my life.
But I was apart distinctly from my
body. I could tell the persons around
me everything that had happened

IN

NOTICE

2

e

kTt

--

when I was helpless to return to life
During those hours I discovered
many things. Much was revealed to
me that would only sound preposterous to relate. But the one thing I do
remember clearly was the sensation
of dying.
"Being dead Is delightful, of that
am sure. After I had been engulfed
in the waters I seemed to float away
from my body and I soared away
above the waters of the lake. I looked down and could see my body. I
watched the rescuers find it and place
it on the bank. Then I floated back to
it and become a part of it.
"In that fleeting moment between
the conscious and the unconscious
state, the thought of returning to life
was repugnant and I knew that t
didn't want to live. But I was forced
to and I returned.
"Up to the time of that experience

1
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by law.

Each of the tracts as described hereThe
in will be offered separately.

Commissioner of Public Lands, or his
Agent holding such sale, reserves the
right to reject any and all bids at
said sale. Possession under contracts
of sale for the above described tracts
will be given on or before October Irt,

1

1914.

Witness my hand and the official
seal of the state land office, this 27th
day of October, 1913.
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
(SEAL.)
Commissioner of Public I.nnds.

For quick results, a
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Year to His World's Record Has Batted Over .300 for
"Flying Dutchman" Adding Another
In Major League.

17

Successive

Years

Great is John "Hans'1 Wanner, kins
of swat!

Greater than any of the usurpers
who have at one time or another reicn-etemporarily.
For 17 consecutive years "Hans"
has, in the verbiage of George Cohan,
"peeled that old pill' for an annual
average better than .300.
For the 1.7 years, beginning 1S97 and
including 1113, "The Dutchman has a
grand swat average of a mere .3J2.
In 1S97 Wagner dented the fences
for .344. This year he hit .306, his

bitter-mittee-

:

another player, he he of today's
crop or of the uuburied past, can lay
Not

a

performance.
Capt. A. C. Anson is the only player
whose record approached the Pittsburg idols, and Anson's performance
as 'a .300 hitter was limited to 15

Peder-Moye-

.300 class for

ears and then slumped temporarily;!' DauBrouthcrs was a .300 hitter
for 14 straight years; Billy Hamilton
belonged for 12 years; Ed Delaha"nty
was a .300 for 11 years; and there is
little doubt that he would have continued had he lived; Willie Keeler hit
10

KjA
S
y
J&

successive seasons, and
Cobb lias batted better than .300 since

HOHUSHAS,

KEltWOPPlN'

S

This

'7

190G.

But away out there
ner, the dreadnaught, steaming along
with 17 years put away and apparently
good enough to repeat the performance next year if he sees fit to do so.

front is Wag-

"Hans" Wagner, Greatest Batter Baseball Has Ever Produced.

" MOTHER

Mrs. Russell
4er Babies.

IN

BARRYMORE
GREATEST

Colt and

Griswold
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ROLE!

IS, WHAT
GOOD DID IT DO HIM?
Chicago, Dec. 27. W. J." Myers, of
this city, sat back in his chair last
s
night, lucked his thumbs in the arm-holeof his vest, crossed his legs,;
took a long whiff at his pipe and
turned to his wife.
"Sophie," he said, "I'd like to take
a little poop In that bank book of

THE QUESTION

ours."

J Ji

ilf

v

A

"

l

v

lit

jf the Pittsburgu" club, and

y Heydler of the National
Aould meet him at the Indiana
Chicago,

111.,
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BIQ LEAGUES START
1914 SCHEDULE APRIL 14.
rki.om ill TW 9!7Wnrk on the
1914 playing schedules of the Ameri
can and National leagues will begin
January 2 at French Lick, Ind. Presi-

v

1,1
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(tRADE

MAEKMrER MARIO

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN
power of
only realized the business-buildin- g
Bond Paper and
own
choose
your
stationery,' you would
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100 efficient, you would specify
first-cla-

ss

(Fac-Simil-

Water-Mark-

e

)

The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter
impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.
JuS specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference.
Let us show you samples.
'

"

NEW

PRINTING COMPANY,
Santa Fe, New Mexico

MEXICAN

AGENTS.

on that day. Secretary Har-o- f
the American league, will
Mr. Johnson,
14
has been definitely agreed
.jril
on as the da,e for opening of the next
season, t"t when the schedule can be
completed Is not certain.
PAL BROWN

BILL'S

FATHER

USED TO BE A PRINTER.

INTERNATIONAL.
DICTIONARY
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia ia a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
ATeif

Divided I'age.

2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about thi.i most
remarkable single volu Write

fc

rtpr
Officers of the union stated, that aftfrom
er the receipt of information
the labor attorneys in Michigan, efforts would be made to secure redress
by constitutional means.
McNaughton Denies.
Calumet, Mich., Dec. 27. "Any
charge by Mr. Moyer that I had any
part in the occurrences of last night
at Hancock is absolutely and unqualifiedly false," said Jas. McNaughton, of
the Calumet and Hecla company today. "I passed the evening in Calumet, accompanying my wife calling on

friends and later walking across the
street from their home to a social
club. I certainly could not have been
in Hancock at the time indicated."
An Associated Press representative
saw Mr. McNaughton in the club
about 9:45 o'clock last night.
Governor Ferris Talks.
Big Rapids, Mich., Dec. 27. Governor Ferris, who is spending the week

27.
Dec.
Melbourne, Australia,
Hugh Mehegau, the Australian light- weight, won a decision today over Pal
Brown, an American pugilist in an ex- bout. Ten thou- citing twenty-roun'sand spectators witnessed the fight.
the
By winning
Mehegan , evened
.
.up ,1
F
score wnn Brown, wno
ami
ueieai
contest at
on points in a twenty-rounSydney in October.
.1 .
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Superb
Chocolates
other chocolates seem
just ordinary after you once
try d$uf&rjf They are just
as pure and wholesome as they
are delicious. We secured the
agency for the Huyler line
knowing there is nothing finer,
and because we know too that
AH

CARTER GLASS, representative
from Virginia, author of the house
currency bill, is an editor at home. He
started his career in newspaperdom as
a printer.
YOUNG

WOMEN: NUMBER
PRISING.

SUR-

-

The number of young women who
suffer with weak back, dizzy and nervous spells, dull headache and weariness is surprising. Kidney and bladder ills cause these troubles, but if
Foley Kidney Pills are taken as directed relief follows promptly, aud
the ills disappear. Contain no habit
forming drugs. The Capital Pharmacy.

A FINE DAUENPORT.

will

unconsciously
of. our stock
value
judge the
by the individual line we
people

carry. We will be glad to
have you judge this confectionery as soon as convenient.
In packages from ioc up.

RUMORS

REGARDING DEATH
OF RAMPOLLA DENIED.

of the
Rome, Dec. 27. Officials
Vatican, as well as intimate friends
and relatives of the late Cardinal
Rampolla, today denied emphatically
rumors put in circulation in certain
quarters of Rome of mysterious circumstances surrounding the prelate's
death. - They also declared there was
no intention of exhuming the body for
medical examination, as the cause of
death had been already established.
bladder weakness,
stiffness in joints, weak, inactive kidney action and rheumatic pains, are
all evidence of kidney trouble. Mrs.
Mary A. Dean, 47 E. Walnut St., Taunton, Mass., writes: "I have passed my
87th birthday, and thought I was beyond the reach of medicine, but Foley
Kidney Pills have proved most beneficial in my case."
g

DEFEATED
HUGH MEHEGAN.

New Mexican Want
dent Johnson of the American league
received word today that President bring results. Try It

CURRENCY

WEBSTER'S
NEW

NOT BEYOND HELP AT 87.

BY

-

end at his home here, believes that
Charles H. Moyer, president of the
Western Federation of Miners, should
seek redress from the Hughton county authorities for the alleged attack
on him last night, before he appeals to
the state for help.

.

FATHER'S CHRISTMAS GIFT TO MOTHER

said today "that it loo.
would sign a federal league c.
Monday."
manager of the Cin- clnnati nationals planned to confer to- Hav Tilth those of the federal leaene
owners here whom he did not meet
Prospects of a $12,000 a
yesterday.
year contract for three years and a
block of stock looked good to Tinker,
he said, and he only awaits further
assurances to close the deal. The fed- eral league owners spent a large part
of the day In an executive conference.
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"You'll do nothing of the sort," replied Mrs. Meyers.
"Court orders," snapped. Meyers.
the book,
Sirs. Meyers brought
Meyers glanced at the total, whistled
and handed it back to his wife, who
placed it again under lock and key.
An hour later Meyers said: "I think
I'll take another peep."
When Mrs. Meyers demurred her
husband repeated the magic words,
and the book was forthcoming.
Meyers had faced the judge in the
Hyde Park court earlier in the day
on a charge, of disorderly conduct preferred by his wife, who accused him
of beating her.
"Judge, I've been trying to see the
family bank book for three years, and
she won't let me see it," said Meyers.
"We both work and save our money
and want to know how much money
we've got. A man has a right to know
how much he's worth. I have begged
threatende, bribed her and tried to
steal that book, but I haven't seen it
yet."
"Discharged," said the court. "Mrs.
Meyers, your husband has a right to
peep into that book once in a while,
and T would advise you to let him do
so.''
Mrs. Paul Armstrong.
And last night Meyers satisfied a
The marriage of Paul Armstrong,
i three years' longing.
author of many successful plays, to
Catherine Calvert, leading woman In
Subscribe for the Santa
nei Armstrong's productions, was performal
Mexican, the pper that boosts
ed at New Haven, Conn. Miss Calvert
the time and works tor the upbuild was mentioned in the divorce suit the
Mrs. Ktliel Barrymore Colt, kuown Ins of our naw Stat.
first Mrs. Armstrong brought.
to the theatergoers as Ethel Barry-on
the
more, the most popular actress
American stage, delights to play the
greatest role of her career iu the se- elusion of her home, where she is sur-- !
rounded by her three children. Sam-- j
uel Colt, the oldest, is seated by his
mother. Baby Jack is seated on the
floor, and the youngest member of
the Colt family is nestling in the
- of its mother.
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Jarry Lajole hit the

lutions adopted at the mass meeting
of citizens of the copper country. The
relief fund already is ample to care
for all immediate necessities and this
message is sent to prevent needless
CHARLES H. MOYER KIDNAPED
contributions and forwarding of money
AT HANCOCK, MICH., BY MOB;
PUT ON TRAIN FOR CHICAGO to unauthorized sources. (Signed)
Relief Committee. P. H. Schumaker,
chairman; P. J, Kohaals, secretary;
(Continued From Page One.)
M, A. Tometz, treasurer."
Moyer Interviewed.
anxiety at the local union headquarGreen Bay, Wis., Dec. 27. In being
ters early today.
The local union men were bitter deported from the copper range last
in their denunciation of the kidnap- night, Charles H. Moyer, of the Western Federation of Miners, says he was
ing of Moyer.
There was Utile Indication that re :;hot, beaten, dragged through the
lief from the committee of citizens sireeis oi jianeocK ana guarded ,911
would be more acceptable today to the train until 2 o'clock this, morning,
victims of the Italian hall disaster when the train reached Charming,
Some nier- - ilich.
,,
than it was yesterday.
chants reported that they had filled
Moyer talked with an Associated
numerous orders for black dresses In Press reporter here this morning when
train arrived. His head swathed
tended as material for mourning
admit that in a bloodstained bandage, protruded
(times, but none would
.
these were traceable to the relief com- i'ram a lower berth, as he spoke
' of the treatment
which he said was
on him. The train stooned
That body accordingly was again
confronted with the task of disposing here fifteen minutes and then proceed- l
to Chicago, where it is due this aftof the $23,000 for which it has as yet
moon.
to find takers.
"1 was assaulted in the hotel
It was declared at the Calumet unScott,
ion headquarters this morning that. at Hancock, members of the Citizens'
President Moyer of the Western Fed- Alliance, and a man named Waildpil
eration of Miners was shot in the Mahon, gunman," said Moyer.
"1 was
shoulder and head before he was deterribly beaten, shot in the
ported by unknown persons from the dark, dragged more than a mile
copper strike district late last night through the streets, threatened with
This report cannot be confirmed.
death by hanging and finally placed
It was said by local union officials aboard a Chicago train on the Chicago,
that the kidnaping will have no effect Milwaukee and St. Paul railway about
on the futlre conduct of the strike, 8:50 o'clock last night. I was guard
although they believed it would re- - ed by two thugs until the train reach- suit in a congressional investigation ed Channing, Mich., about 2 a. m.
which federation leaders have been
"a committee of fifteen men led by
Hn attorney for
urging for several Weeks.
tho Calumet and
the
is
Sheriff Cruse
investigating
Hecla Mining company, named
r
un
so
been
has
far
case, but
man, had been in conference with me
'
able to solve the mystery.
and had barely left the room, when
No Help Needed.
the mob arrived.
citii believe the strike is. won In the
Chicago, Dec. 27. The Calumet
zens committee is able to care finan Calumet district. I expect to return
inn t0 Calumet iu a few days under govoy
clally for those Bereaved
Christmas catastrophe, and outside ai'l ernment protection state and nationis not needed. A message receive ! al."
M
today by the Associated Press read'-oyer's Wire.
"With kindest feeling for those who
Chicago, III, Dec. 27. M. J. Hiley,
Chicago representative of the Western
CATHERINE CALVERT MARRIES
Federation of Miners, today received
FAMOUS PLAYWRIGHT.
a telegram from Charles H. Moyer,
president of the Federation, in which
Moyer charged that he was shot in
the back while In his hotel room and
dragged out of Hancock, Mich., by a
mob of guards and members of the
citizens' alliance,
The telegram reads:
"Iron Mountain, Mich., Dec. 26.
"Tanner and myself were brutallv
assaulted In my room in the Scott
I
was
hotel, in Hancock tonight.
shot in the back and dragged for
more than a mile and half through
the streets by a mob of Waddel Mahon thugs and citizens alliance men,
put aboard a Milwaukee train and
threatened with death if I dared to
return. But have the press say this
for me; that the cause is well worth
the sufferings which I have undergone. The cause of the striking min'
"
i
ers is just and they will win.
"CHARLES H. MOYER."
Officers of the Chicago Federation of
Labor have called a mass meeting for
l
.
tomorrow to protest against the treatment Moyer says he received.
Ask Investigation.
Denver, Colo., Dec. 27. National
officers of the Western Federation of
Miners at headquarters here today
sent a telegram to Secretary of Labor
Wilson, asking an investigation of the
deportation of Charles H. Moyer.
Other telegrams were sent to various local organizations of the Western
Federation, directing them to hold
mass meetings iu protest against the
attack upon the president of the or- cos-'hi- s

lowest save in 1898, when he hit .305.
In no other year has he batted below

claim to such

offer it, we ask no outside help. These
are our own people and it is our sac-- I
red privilege to care for our dead and
to comfort the living. The foregoing
paragraph was incorporated In reso-
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KING OF SWAT!

HANS" WAGNER IS THE UNCHALLENGED
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ft will not pay you to waatt you
time wrting out your legal forma
nen you can get them already print
ed at the New Mexican Prlotlne
pany.

0f

Work tor the New Mexican,
tha new itate.

it

u
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III
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FOR RENT

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

27, 1913.

BANKS MUST

APPLY

ON

RESIDENTS ARE ARTS AND CRAFTS!

PRESCRIBED FORMS

House, Bath Flange and Electric Lights
Opposite Elks' Open House. Price, per month. .. .$40.00
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
22.00
Chapelle Street. Price, per month
- Room
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
35.00
Avenue. Price, per month
Washington
Room, Nicely Furnished House. Palace Avenue
Three Months, (No Children). Price, per month.. 50.00
House, Furnished, Gocd Location, Bath,
45.00
Electric Lights, Etc. Price, per month

PACE FIVE

SELHM

ADOLF

ARTISTIC XMAS GIFTS

Continued From Page One.)

DOT

CO.

GOODS

INTERESTED

Hammered Brass Electric Reading
IN A
cities will be held between .January
Silver PenLamps, Hand Wrought
2S and March 1.
Whenever possible.
dants, Desk Sets in Hammered Brass
the liearins will be Meld in govern- and Copper, Letter Racks, Paper
ment buildings.
CONCERN
Rocker Blotters, Hammered
i
The committee desires to be
Tie Racks, Wisk Broom Hold
formed particularly upon the follow-- !
lers, Etched Match Holders, Hammered
i
are
considered pn-jlng points, which
JAMES W. NORMENT SECURES OUT Copper and Brass Bowls and Trays,
mary factors in determining bounds- Belt Pins, Bar Pins, Hat Pins, Candle
l ies of the proposed districts and the
SIDE HELP ON A DEVELOPMENT 'stick.. sPe cial orders made on short
location of the federal reserve banks:
notice.
ALSO TALKS OF MU"First Geographical
PROJECT.
convenience,
f.icili-which involves transportation
'
NICIPAL OWNERSHIP OF SANTA
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
tfes and rapid and easy coinmiuueaI2S Palace Avenue.
tion with all parts of tbe district.
FE WATER SUPPLY.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
''Second
and comnier- why you can't." ' It suddenly dawned
cial ''development and needs of each!
t
;ui in ft that was talking to the
Phone, 189 J.
section, which involves consideration
and went inside to help
WATER QUESTION IS
of the general movement of con.inoil
:"
1 19 San
Santa Fe. New Mexico:
Francisco St.,
itiea'and of business transactions
Guifpnit cili'tens are considering
within the district and the transfer
VERY IMPORTANT SUBJECT in formal vote of thanks to the president, for his part in preventiiijj the
of flinds arid exchanges of credits
'destruction yesienlav of th" Neville
arising therefrom.
The
established custom
'Third
The recently incorporated Security! home, one of the handsomest resinnd trend of bueinoss as developed investment, and Development pom- - dences there.
by the present system of bank re- - pany, in which .lames V. Norment is
Tn
serves and checking accounts.
j;Ue of the leading ligures, together'
laying out the districts nnd estab-;wiithe approval of Mr. .Normciit's
tile,
reserve
for
lishing
headquarters
water application recently by the state
to
banks, every effort will be made
engineer, for all the unappropriated
ev York, X. Y., Dec. 27. Tin?
promote business convenience and water of the Santa Fe river, suggested stock market closed
heavy.
comnormal movement, of trade and
that, perhaps three might be some conAbsence of vigorous demand of the
merce.
nection between the two, and also that las! few
days was fell in all issues,
perhaps there was some big enter- and
some issues showed inalthough
which
of
A
in
be
MANY
GREAT
THAT WE HAVE
might
prospect,
prise
their rise failed
dependent
strength,
Mr.
to
Fe.
Santa
general interest
to exert sustained influence anywhere.
ARTICLES SUITABLE FOR
Norment was interviewed on the sub- - The
of business at Lon'Jfctt alld aske(l wlu,t connection, if don resumption
SOCIAL CALENDAR.
after the holiday had little inal15'' tne Security Investment & De- - fluence
December.
on local dealings, movement
with the
of the international stocks abroad be-Saturday, December' 27. Scamillo velopmeut company had
waters of the Santa Fe
club will eive dance at Li-- ! '"K "
river made by him last. May and Its re- ing unimportant,
brary hall. (Invitation affair..)
Hear speculators were active und it
the state
Monday, Dec. 29 Heception given cent conditional approval by
was evident that driving in of the
ARTICLES OF MERIT THAT WILL
by Secretary of State and Mrs. Lucero engineer?
"Xone," replied Mr. Xorment, "cer- short interest on the recent advance
and Miss Luecro at their home from
MAKE A GOOD, SENSIBLE GIFT!
had
8 to 11 p. m.
tainly none at the present time. The of weakened the technical position
the market.
Tuesday, Dec. 30. Miss Claude Al Security Investment & Development
The reaction did not exceed uioder- bright, mezzo soprano, and her coin company has almost unlimited powers
pany will give concert at Scottish under its charter, is able to carry into aie nacuons except in a lew cases.
'successful effect any of its undertak-- Heading lost l, Lehigh Valley a and
Rite Cathedral, (8:30 p. m.)
31
Xew
Deo.
Year's
ings and will be careful in its invest-- i niiauian rncitie :! i
Wednesday,
Bonds were irregular.
iEve Dance ui De :Vargas hotel, be- nieuts.
"What other interests than tbosi
gins 9:30 p. m.)
shown in the incorporation papers, are FIRE DESTROYS SHOP
January.
OF THE SOPHRIS MINE.
Thursday, Jan. 1 Ball at Armory interested in the Security Investment
& Development
for First Regiment Band.
company?" he was
Trinidad. Colo, nee
,,t
Friday, January 2. Dance at the askedi
unknown origin early today destroved
I
for
see
no
goreason
home.
Elks
this
time
"At
(9p. in.)
;ti,e blacksmith shop al the Sopris mine
Everything In Hardware.
Friday, Jan. 9 Violin recital by ing into details, but will say for the ;of t!le Colorado Fuel and Iron Co.. at
all
of
of
Prof. I. L, Tello, Scottish Rite Cathe benefit
that jsopris, five miles west of here. The
the curious, that
. H. WICKMAM
LUDWIU WM. ILFELD.1
dral.
at. $2,00ft. A volunteer
portion of the stock which is not or oss js pia(-eFriday, Jrraary 9. The play "Mutt will not be held locally, will be taken tire brigade, including members of the
who expect to military detail at the camp Ineffectual
and Jeff at the Elks theater.
by three
Tuesday, Jan 20 A "Beriot" violin gradually become largely interested in jattcmpts to put out the lire but
recital by Prof. J. L. Tello, Scottish
iceeded in keeping it from spreading
section."
Rite Cathedral.
"Does the much talked of water ap-nearby buildings. An investigation
Friday, Jan. 30 Third of the 1914 plication mean a new Water com-- : into the cause of ilie blaze, is being
violin recitals by Prof. 1. L. Tello, pany?" was the next question.
made.
Scottish Rite Cathedral.
"Further developments will deter- DISTRIBUTOR OF
mine that. For more than a year 1
New-- Mexican
Want Ads. always
Dr. A. YV. JIcAfahon, of Denver,
have been a strong open advocate of brire results. Try it.
at
.Moutfzuma.
the
registered
municipal ownership of our water
(iovernor McDonald went to Est
plant, and the necessity as well as the
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
rewill
and
afternoon
PILLS
yesterday
advisability therefor readily becomes CHICHESTER
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
turn to Santa Fe this evening.
apparent to those who investigate and
Ank your
I'd"-iifor a
V
irujrlt
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Arthur A. Senecal, deputy Internal think seriously of the question.
hl.fhj.lcr8lHiimnirTlruiid
(""'1
'"
is
revenue,
back
from I.as
collector,
sealed Willi T.hie KiHion. Y
"Before the water franchise, or
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J
' ollwr. liny of votip
iSV.!
Vegas, where he spent Christmas with whatever you want to call it came up,
ItSIA Ni I1M,
relatives.
tried to get certain of our prominent
yMTi known as ttctl. Safest. Always KellaMo
Hugh Williams, chairman of the citizens interested in and to make a
SOLD B DRlfiCISTS EVERYWHERE
Jstate corporation commission, and his water filing for the benefit of the city,
,
Jwife, arrived today noon from
but without result. Afterwards. took
in
where (hey had spent Christmas. the matter up with four prominent Get Your Orders
Harry T. Herring, adjutant general, local business men as an individual en-- ; for FRESH JERSEY CREAM and fori
will arrive this evening from Albu
terprise, with no result. So impressed BR)CK CE CREAM or chrlstmas.
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
querque, having stopped over there on was i witu tne importance ana tne
all flavors.
Orders taken for
his way home from Hoswnll where he value of the
opportunity that I decided
spent Christmas.
to make tne survey, niing ana contest
Christmas day. THOMAS R 4 NCH
Owing to ihe illness of her sister, at
my individual expense for it was
Mrs. Aldo Leopold, Miss May Bergere
Phone 74 J.
Entire Stable ReHack and Baggage Lines.
or let present conditions PRODLCTCO.
that
way
will not return home until after New
continue.
Best Rigs you can
Year's. She is visiting the Leopolds
"As an individual I would like to be
in Davenport, Iowa.
PROMPT SERVICE.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
one of a company to own the water
SADDLE POMES.
The Thirteen club is meeting this
T.
M.D.
As a citizen I want to see
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
afternoon with Mrs. Kegel as hostess. privilege.
and I will gladly
municipal
ownership
The regular meeting of the Satur
PRACTICE LIMITED TO
join others in making any reasonable
day club is in session this afternoon effort or concession to that end. I am
at the home of Mrs. Spitz.
THROAT
at the apparent lack
EYE, EAR NOSE
Mrs. Kate Pettine, wile of Andy greatly surprised
of interest in so important a subject.
Pettine, the contractor, leaves today
"I candidly think that it will be an
Capital City Bank Building.
for Klsinore Springs, California. She
be gone for two months. Mr. exceedingly unfortunate day for the
will
TriETIR. GOOD LUCK BY
Pettine accompanied her as far as future welfare of our city when any
OFFICE HOURS
m:
private corporation is given n water
D0IN3 TflC Rid HT THING
La my junction.
exrecent
franchise.
Our
and
present
E. Raker, representing the
George
I
Santa Fe, N. M. Phone 52 J.
WE f AVE MADE OURS
San Luis Valley Heet Sugar company, perience should be sufficient. If you
no further questions, then
have
Y (NOT ABIDING THE
'
next
in
will
arrive
Monday
Espanola
(,
i
and will spend several days there with should like to ask you. Who is it that
CONFIpENCC
the intention of interesting the farm- - seeks information on the above lines
PATRONS.
!ers of the Espanola valley ..in the rais and why is it."
He expeets to
ing of sugar beets.
H.
DeAL AUtfflVS WINS,
hold a meeting of all interested either DECLARES SOUTH IS
WLV4NTT6
SOURCE
OF
CHEAP
BEEF.
or
Wednesday.
Tuesday
iiir Tiriura liuu hi,-- ,ni ..no. Washington, D. C, Dec. 27. The Where Quality Governs the Price
CUR,
Thomas Doran at the Montezuma ' declaration that "the south for a long
and Price the Quality
hotel yesterday afternoon. The fea- period is to be the country's principal
you ujrii have.'
ture of the meeting appeared at re- source of cheap beef" is made in a
Bad luck by wtM
freshment time when the members statement submitted to the house com
Ui
THE JOT OF
THE RIGHT THINcj
(and guests entered the dining room mittee on agriculture by George M.
and saw at each plate a miniature ltommel, chief of the animal husChristmas tree lighted with a colored bandry division of the department ol
candle and shining with brilliant tin agriculture.
sel. It was an afternoon, gay with the
"No northern farmer or any other
season's enjoyment.
farmer," added Mr. Rommel, "can
raise beef at less than five cents a
ENJOY IT TO THE FULL!
pound, but we have and are doing that
A LITTLE HOME
in Alabama. If the northern feeder Is
FOR YOUR FAIRY raising beef right on his farm he must Let
care of your
get more than five cents a pound. If
"What-to-eatWorrhe is fattening, it is an open question
WE ARE NOT DEPENDING ON GOOD LUCK. WE ARE MAKING GOOD
Will it all be "JIM CRACKS" how much it is going to cost.
Feeding
AND TAKING A CHANCE ON WHAT HAPPENS. IF WE PLEASE YOU Christmas
Groceries you
somemorning or will it be
is more or less speculative. A north Tell us
AND GIVE YOU YOUR MONEY'S WORTH WE CAN'T HELP BUT SUCwe'll
and
need
deliver
thing to make the whole family era feeder expects his profits to come
CEED. ALL OF OUR HARDWARE WILL STAND THE HARDEST WEAR. happy?
not from the added weight directly,
in a
LONG YEARS IN THE BUSINESS HAVE TAUGHT US THE KINDS THAT
Will you start in the New Year with but from the increase in the value of
BEST STAND THE TEST. WE ARE HERE TO STAY A LONG TIME, a determination
to eliminate the the original
of his cattle."
AND WE KNOW WE CAN DO BEST BY SELLING THE BEST.
"COST OF HIGH LIVING" and put
of
In
home
a little
SUGGESTIONS:
your savings
your PRESIDENT GAINS FAME
WOOD-DAVI- S
HARDWARE COMPANY.
own?
AS A FIREFIGHTER
Cranberries.
In a few years you will have spent
Pass Christian, Miss., Dec. 27. Citi- Turkey,
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
PHONE 14.
PHONE 14
Mince Meat, drape Fruit,
enough for rent and "superfluous" liv- zens of Gulfport, through which place
ing to have paid for a little villa all President Wilson daily passes on hi3
Oranges, California Grapes,
your own. Quit kicking about hara way to the golf club, today were en the
imparted Malaga Grapes,
times and high living and do a little alert to see him. Mr. Wilson's prowess
Raisins, Nuts, Candy,
as
a
his
fame
firefighter has added to
reasoning for yourself.
Cigars, Etc., Etc. Etc.
Figure out if you are not largely here. One member of the volunteer
GO.
to blame for the same things you com- fire department of Gulfport today reUNITED STATES BANK &
vealed the discovery that President
plain about.
Wilson is quite mandatory in emer- Try
A man told me the other day that
Monarch or Richelieu'
gency.
he could never get ahead, that he had
"I was standing outside the Neville
a big family to support.
Canned Peas
residence waiting for the
to
This man Is making about two hun arrive," he said, "when aappara'us
They are better than the
jnilM lllllMttlllltllHIIIIIIIIMiiitiiitiiiiiiiilMlillllllHllltlflllllllllltllltllllHIIIIIIIIItlllHIIItlllllMlk
man came
dred dollars a month and his large up. He noticed my uniform and asked
French Imported.
flock of children spend more each me why I was
j
standing there looking
year for candy, gum and other JIM at the fire.
?MlllllllltllltttllllllltlllllMlllfllltHllllllllttlllMMMtlllllllllllltlH)llllfllllllHIIIIIMIIIItllllllP
CRACKS than It would take to meet
"Why don't you go up there and
a
t
ft
OKlltlllll
KAUNE & GO.
the payment on his home. MEN and Lelp?'' he asked. I told him I couid H.
llllll til fresiaenr.
,
w. B. LAUunun,
wsnier.
jw. t. ukih-inWOMEN; it's up to you.
not go until the hook and ladder
J. B. LA1HY,
"TOWNSEND,"
wagon came.
Where PHcm
Bast
The Real Estate Man.
"Well," he said, "my men could
climb up on tbe inside I dou't see
Sa 'Xma window display.
For
Quail
Cut-iter-
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THIS WEEK'S
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MEN'S AND BOYS'
AH

Wool Blue Serge for Men, $11. 95 worth $18.
WATCH

MRS.W. LINDHARDT

-

R

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

j

O. C. WATSON & CO.

READY-TO-WEA-

OUR

WINDOWS.

j

210 SAN FRANCISCO

j

I

PHONE

ST.,

180.

presi-'den-

I

-

'

INSURANCE
that

j

j

BEAR IN MIND

INSURE WITH IIAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.

:::;

cannot burn
Unless you own property
or blow away, see
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
NOW, and not AFTER the disaster.

WftLL STREET.

-

'

Rooms

PERSONALS

Christmas Presents!

;

1

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co.

j

:7-.i-

8

and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe,
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,:

IIAVWARD

N

M.

HAS IT.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer.
ol
104 DON

Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Telephone 9 W

UASPER ST.

.-i,-

1

JOHN W. MAYES,

suc-thi- s

REAL ESTATE,
INSURANCE,
SURETY BONDS.

o

sHENRY KRICKe

buy and sell Mortgages, Stocks and Bonds of all kinds, Loan
If you have money to
Money on real eotate and othe securities.
loan list It with me. If you want to buy a good first mortgage or a
high class security call on me.

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER

an-ci- a

S

V.

1,1

Bni1

Telephone 194 W.

Room 24 Laughlin Bldg.
Santa Fe, New Alexico.

i4

Dem-jing-

THE STAR BARN

1

j

GENERAL LIVERY

stocked.

i

get.

F.TANNUS,

RESOLVED

That people make
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(NEW MEXICAN FEINTING
Local Agenta to:

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Dssk com&isel
A Desk Unit with few
many hook Units desired.
The only perfect combination

desk and boofceaseevo? made,
Roomy, convraienl, a.;trac- tive. We want lus&ow you
its advantages and possi- bilitira. Ci.li, write or pJiojM'

Jop.
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Does a General Banking Business.
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Your Patronage Solicited
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"Yes, our new wagon 's a Studebaker
-t- he only kind we KNOW9
"The Studebaker idea has been in our family for.
sixty years. We have never thought of buying any
other kind of a wagon."
"It's true, we're continually being offered other
wagons costing a little less, with lots of promises as to
what they will do. But we k"0" in our family what a
Studebaker will do. A few dollars difference in price "
doran't mean much. It's the serwee a wagon gives
that we consider most."
"Long service for a fair price means more every
time than short service for a few dollars less."
"That's why we stick to Studebaker

and 'Stick to Stude-

-'

baker' is a pretty good motto for a man who uses wagons."
"Studebaker wagons are built ol good stuff.

They're made

right by people who've had years and years of experience in
,
making them right people who are trusted the world over."
"Studebaker wagons last, because they're made to last."

"Look out for the denier who tells you his wagon is just as
That's my advice alter a good deal of
good as a Studebaker.
and the experience of all of my people. You get
experience
Studebaker and you've got a safe investment.
See oat Dealer or write as.

STUDEBAKER
JJBV7 YORK
MINNEAPOLIS

South Bend, IncL

DENVER
KANSAS CITY
CHICAGO
DALLAS
SALT LAKE CITY
BAH PKAMCISCO
PORTLAND, ORE.
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conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
sports.
Playing and all out-do-

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
.12.51
91.00

Dally, per qaarttr, ky
Dally, par qaarttr, by
Weekly, ell months

nail
earner

S1.26
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or
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the wealthy family of America
made a titled woman.
All the Goulds have they made in
this country and all the prestige they
got until the millions began to How in
was here, but the allurement of the
glitlering title is too mucn aim iiiev
forget all but the name of the denomination of the foreigner and are will
ing to take all the chances of misery
that has come to so many before
them. However that is their own bus-- I
iness and I suppose it isn't any of
mine.
Make It Good.
We are many of us wondering what
the New Year will hold for us and
some of us are making those resolutions and then run dry as the days
go on. We are apt to place too much
significance on the figures that indicate the New Year, for that's all they
are just a set of figures arranged as
the most convenient, way to mark a
lapse of a certain period. What may
come to us within a marked 3f5 days
does not signify any more than what
may come to us within the same nurn- her at any other season, but we
"So you have decided to get another have always thought this especial
tion of the time division as being one
"Indeed I have! The idea of hisjof importance and it does lis no harm
prescribing flaxseed tea and mustard jf we try to do and be better in the
period chosen, even if we fall down in
paBter8 for pe0ple as rich as we are

EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

.fPJT,.!')?at,1niK-

for

1lBoy

or Girl

To-da-

New Year.

sary now. But why worry? Fifteen
million years in some distance into
the future Rock Island Tribune.

ter of

NOT UP TO DATE.

PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 286

m

Have them add a little to it at regular intervals and by next
Christmas they will have saved a snug little sum and learned the
"Habit of Saving."
Why not take one of our Time Certificates and present It to some
one worthy of such a gift? That would be a gift worth while and one
that Is sure to be appreciated.
We take great pleasure in assuring our patrons of our sincere appreciation for the business with which they have favored us during
the year now closing. The bank also extends its customers and the
public greetings and best wishes for a joyous Christmas and Happy

The

Jhe'most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos,
S.OO

ill

'

WORTH WHILE IS A BANK BOOK

General Manager
Editor

Stauffer

Dally, per year, by mall
Dally, til months, by mall
Weekly, per year

Aif

U

President

Bronson M. Cutting

Charles

'

THE
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NATIONAL

BANK OF

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND PROFITS,
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EPIDEMIC

i

iilpa of the commission form of gov
in each instance the aucccbB of the,
and
is gaining headway
ernmeni for
.
innovation is growing; in strength.
h a es tms
We harulv realise that in three hundred cities of the I nited
it since
have
a
adopted
and
time
majority
form is in practice at the present
-

tiw

...

JMSYe find in the list of the cities which have adopted this successful style
...
i.iroim,, q,iM, miininlniilirips as New Orleans, St. Paul, Denver,
.Memphis, Seattle and Des Moines.
of tins
In every citv, without exception, the feeling is stroiiK in favor
return to the old method ol
foWn and in no'instance is there a desire to
conducting the public business.
There is slill a conflict of opinion regarding the matter as there always
is when a radical change is considered
one and
It is particularly so in this instance, as the change Is a radical
in the
the power of management Is transferred to entirely another element
cities where the commission form has been instituted.
to take
The operation of this form of municipal control has the effect
hands
the cities out of the hands of the politicians and put the power into the
of the people, where il belongs.
so
That Is what causes the light against it and which makes the fight
warm whenever the question of a change is suggested.
There is not a city in the whole I nited States where tne eireci wouiu
j
he. more advantageous than here in Santa Fe.
We have been, from the. beginning, under the domination of
who'.lv and we cannot fail to see the results.
We need a change and the one change that would bring about results;
;
would be to get in line with the advanced methods of the day and the pro-form of govern-- j
commission
the
in
this
establish
and
city
gressive thought
went.
The people who are affected by this method ot management are me ones
it in their
who pay the expenses and they are the ones to be considered
l.nalnuKR unit thev are the ones to manage it.
own
We need it In this city. We want the citizens to control their
affairs.
.

j

j

NOW

TION,

i

BUT

MAY

BE

PARTLY

SUGGES-

The Montezuma Hotel

THERE IS ANOTHER SER-

PHASE TO THE SITUATION.

IOUS

By N1XOLA

GREELEY-SMITH-

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

,

(Copyright, 1913, by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association.)
is
An epidemic of
raging in New York City. Whether it
rages mainly in the minds of young
women who imagine that a strange
man in a subway train or a moving-picturshow has jabbed a poisoned
needle Into their arms, or whether
the jabbings actually occur is a disputed point.
In the first case reported the man
was discharged from
custody, but
more recently a physician declared, after examining the wrist of a

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Kooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
central Location.

needle-poisonin- g

INSURANCE

Majestic Cafe
$

j

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

e

j

j

RAGING

$

THE SANITARY

;

It is well to get a fresh start at
SHORTOBDERRESTflDRflNT
times and the first of the year is as
The
best
as
do
it
to
a
REGULAR MEALS.
time
any.
good
SEES IT.
1
way though is to have this in mind all
Open Day
the year and not just think of it on
Best Equipped, Most Modern.
New Year's and then forget It as is
Not So Far.
the likely way of keeping the New
Special Dinner Parties.
"Santa Fe is far away
Better to have loved
i Year's pledge.
And Santa Cruz is too;
and lost than never to have loved at
1
Hut Santa Clans is here today.
ROMULO LOPEZ, PROP.
all, and so it is better to have made
hope he's called on you.''
a pledge to do something a little bet-- NEW MEXICO.
SANTA
FE, a
That is a quotation from post card ter within a specified time than not to
I
received by a Santa Fean on Christ-- have made a trial at nil.
mas day and the interest in It lies in
NOT EUGENICS ALONE
It helps sometimes to make the ef
the
not
bad,
While the original idea of eugenic marriages was perhaps,
(he f;lct (ha( tne oldeBt citv in tne fort even though it is a feeble one, inUnited States is getting recognition asmuch as it gives us a start that may
nresent carrying out of the idea does not look good.
is outside and is getting on some other
be taken up later and carry us a little
Ti, nncBiinn b.is come to the front in the state of Wisconsin, and il
cards than tnose mat are prejiaieu fartier on. At any rate, wnareveT
found that the real construction of the law in mat states gives 10 me
the B0.CalIed New Year may be it is a
1
nous who are to enter into the contract a free license to wed without the aid amj s?nt out from this place.
In spite of the fact that now al;d time of gladness and congratulation
of a license, clergyman, priest, medical examination or magistrate.
man
mo
nam an(j we meet eaen otner witn a
mien we near 01 persuns uu
All that is required is (hat two persons agree to iaae eacn umei
l
and that in
i.nri wlfp nnd heein to live together in that relation.
asking where Santa Fe is when the liar feeling Df
is
it
value. Anything
g a tnug 0f
itsef
This is the most dangerous proposition that has yet been foisted upon the name of the city is mentioned,
CHARLEY GANN, Prop'r
uenn., that brings us into a spirit of goodstatutes of any state and will make Wisconsin the most popular wedding terri- known as far as Memphis,
the
which
from
a
benefit
is
the
where
cheer
and
postcard
good
fellowship
tory in the United States.
was mailed. end if the greeting we hear on ail
European Plan.
Of course this is not the intent of those who are urging the eugenic idea, quotation above is taken
the
to
and
have
at
Meals At All Hours.
not
hurt
one
least,
in
does
any
That
commonwealth,
of
affairs
sides, "Happy New Year," brings that
but. it has resulted in this state
name of the city on the Christinas tc us, it is well worth while.
Elegant Rooms in Connechas opened the door to a most dangerous and destructive practice.
but cards which are sent all over the
I hope more, of our people will fin 4
tion. Steam Heat,
This law will doubtless be changed when the legislature meets next,
of country and those who are ignorant the coming New Year a happier one j
Electric Ligh ts and Baths.
NIXOLA GREELEY-SMITIn the meantime the results will be unfortunate and there is likelihood
will
be
town
state.
of
the
of
location
the Badger
of the
man ever ueior uuu mai o.mi.
much marital unhappiness in store for the people
old apt to look it up when they find that will find it the best year the old city old girl who claimed to have been
RATES: 7Sc and $1.00 PER DAY.
Never yet has there been found the satisfactory substitute for the
stabbed, that there were three marks
it is so far away.
has ever experienced.
MUSIC for DINNER and SUPPER
established reason for marriage and that is a genuine and pure affection.
on her flesh which must have been
The words were not written on the
It is the only thing that will weather the storm of domestic life and
241 San Francisco Street.
instruso
made by a specially prepared
card but were printed in gilt letters
Near S. W, Corner Plaza,
the only true basis for marriage.
words AMONG THE EDITORS. ment having three points.
It is true that we are in the face of one condition that is in need of the sentiment was not just the
seasons.
incomCrime, of course, has its
of the sender of the card, but was j
correction and that is the. unrestrained marriage or those mentally
Years ago, William T. Jerome, then
to bring upon the that on all the ones of that style and
Why We're Here.
petent or afflicted with certain diseases that are sure
but the thev mav be today In many homes in
t1i
,.ia hovo Wirtort that it is district attorney for New York, told
progenv of those who marry, only physical misery and unhappiness,
a long series of disagreethe land and many may be looking on not compulsory to dodge an automo-- j me there is a noticeable Increase of
eugenic theory as it will be practiced, will bring
in wnue, aim
ments and divorces and separations which will only increase with the years. the map to see just how far away is i,j)e 11ut because we have is one crimes against property
PRIVATE
to Santa Fe.
of the reasons we are here. Katom of crimes against me person, m miniFor two persons to many just because they are physically conditioned
mer; that in tne com monms merr are
All these things are a benefit to us Range
SERVICE
AMBULANCE
do so is a thin basis upon which to build and the results of such unions
and robberies and in
more hold-up- s
He's In Good,
and I was glad to see that we were
are certain to bring, in the future, only misfortune and mental suffering.
and
murders
more
time
summer
on
the
the
with
A
in
bad
of
is
a
new
and
Governor McDonald
place
We make a good deal of sport of Cupid, and yet he is the absolutely considered worthy
home.
Ambulance for the
Christmas cards sent out from differ- - ti,e politicians and those people who suicides for love in general terms
necessary agent to bring happiness and contentment into the
sex.
to
more
crimes
relating
but
marital happiness, ent parts of the United States.
make politics their only business,
Transfer of Invalids
Physical perfection is good, but it cannot, alone, bring
We all know very well that it one
It. is a fact that we are getting more wjh, the people of the state, regard-anif the presence of the love god is not there, too.
Day or Nl?ht at ReaserItosmore on the map and are getting iess of politics, he is in good.
person sneezes during the Sunday
0
sonable Prices.
to
is
mon an epidemic of sneezes
apt
better known all the time. Those in well Record.
hreak out. all over the church, even
Harder to Collect.
a position to know, predict the largest
POOR MR. PAGE!
of President number of tourists for our city th'i
There seems to be no good reason though only one member of the conWhile Mr. and Mrs. Sayre, daughter and
London
Phone 130 Main.
inof
the
coming year that we have ever h id to question the assertion of Mr. Bryan gregation has a cold, and that the
Wilson, were returning from the theater with Miss Page, daughter
the
outside
the
a
cub
met
a
earn
were
who
reporter
their
during
dividual
by
that
a
man
to
coughs
be
it
is
last
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may
honestly
and
they
here
night,
hoped
American ambassador,
e
moment of a stage
lion dollars in a lifetime, but it is a
are correct.
American embassv. By the dim light Mr. Sayre perceived the countenance
to
interviewed
he
unless
audience
to
us
of
set
the
be
some
half
barking.
was
to
for
discharged
he
harder
said
In
who
may
deal
Still.
good
of the cub reporter,
Operation.
Ros- But there is another phase of these
I cannot understand what the rea- collect the sum than to earn it.
Mrs. Sayre.
Kieff
What
at
conditions
about
sensational incidents which has to be
think
for
fad
the marriage well News.
son is that the
What did the president's daughter
Because some of the
considered.
of American girls to the foreign titled
Nothing To Do With It?
about woman suffrage? Wages?"
beMr. and Mrs. Sayre were disposed to consider the incident lightly, lut gentry still seems to be In force. Of
everything we eat or stories have been discredited and was
Practically
LEESE&LOFTUS, PROPS.
Ambassador Page was deeply incensed, as he recognized the ruse of the cub course most of us have always looked wear must travel over a public road cause the theory at first advanced
to
not
it
was
relish
did
needle
being
that
the
he
drug
and
employed
reporter us an old trick of American reporters not intend to have Mrs. Sayre at this matter as foolish and without anj Bometimes twice before we get it,
white Good Teams,
Rigs
rnnrt fnmwlnrlon and have hoped that laml vet Home Deonle still contend that! young women and make them
used on his guests. Besides. Mr. Page does
efforts to con
been
there
have
H it.iulH wacir nut after
while When laH moH. i,nvB nnthine to do with the slaves,"
or Miss Page annoyed. Cable Item.
Drivers
we had seen enough of the tollies cf high cost of living. San Marciativey ine mipressiuu unit ui
live prices.
movement for the suppression of the live
Ilcali' Deah! Wasn't it a howid thing of the repotah? Such a deuced it, as we can call to mind so many Standard.
America
'white slave traffic is similarly spur
in
Not Afraid.
cases where the object of the match
common fellow, yeah know. Writing stuff for the low plebians
Closest Route to Cliff Dwellings.
and hysterical,
The merchant who has no
on the part of the foreign'.-- has been
to lead.
And this In itself is nothing but
dence in his goods nor in his ability
So 'hat the ambassador might have been made happy instead of incensed, all too clearly shown.
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or me worst Kina, ror re
But
t
onpeepil mav not advert se.
isn't H too bad that the fellow who stopped his guests on the street wasn't
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though.
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When his condition points to kidney
But they
anyone good, and the train
far.
thus
party
well,
Wilson
pretty
like
They
else. something, and she has the consent astronomer, is all wrong about the trouble takes an unwise risk. Back
service and the round-tribound. The delivery of the goods is what will hold with them. Nothing
more ache, pain and soreness over the kid
of her mother who is all taken up with earth existing fifteen million
rate are both attracto stick to the farm. It may be that the foreign idea and wants another years. He miiiks me sun may lan neys, nervous or diwy spells, poor
tive.
Champ Clark advises young men
is
disit
the
to
be
living by that time, knowing
sleep, are all symptoms that will
that the political field is less independent and title in the family. There are
Champ is beginning to realize
and especially the farm that has several eligible young men to come at present the life of everything. In appear with the regular use of Foley
ieBS satisfactory than the field of grain
of age in the next few years and it is the meantime a ray of hope exists Kidney Pills. They put the kidneys
chickens and eggs on it.
Fagwoofl Hoi Springs Co.
0
thought with the help of the Gould that, in radium, or some other agent and bladder In a clean, strong and
millions one of them can be hitched may come upon the stage to take the healthy condition. Sold by The CapiThe Caraboa club will be likely to do its funny business in secret caucus onto
Edith Gould and another daugh- - place cf that which may be so neces- - at Pharmacy.
in the presidential chair.
hereafter, as long as there Is a schoolmaster
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La Salle Hotel
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good-wil-
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Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE

FRANK M. JONES,

j

j

I

Office United States Bank Building
(FIRST FLOOR)

j
i

who has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
good companies, good protection
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BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival i
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten mllea shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacKi and foos
teama. Fare 15.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men o take in
the surroundlnf town. Wire Emknyi.
station.
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National advertisers are becoming intensive advertisers.
Tbey find it pays them to use
the newspapers for their campaigns. It creates almost instant demand for their products.
Smart dealers are quick to
reap tlie harvest, for, while it is
the manufacturers' pleasure to
introduce, the goods, it is their
privilege to sell the goods.
Mr. Dealer,, when the national
manufacturer begins his campaign, it is time for you to
make your windows say "Here
ft is.H
Show the goods the papers
are telling about. The advertising has aroused people's interest. They want to see the
goods. They want to know
where they can get them.
Never were dollars heading
your way with greater determination. Help the manufacturer
who Is working to help you and
serve the public at the same
time.
Ever hear of the
way to secure greater sales?
Write the Bureau of Advertising, American Newspaper PubWorld
lishers' Association,
Building, New York.
.
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Save Your Children's Eyes
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No eyestrain with the Rayo its
light is soft and steady. Durable,
simple and attractive.
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NEWS OF THE STATE
incidents ever happen

in

the

PEOPLE

WILL

bones, flesh, nervous system and other organs. The perfect health of body
come from the
requires a perfect balance of the elements. These elements
food we eat the stomach extracts and distributes them.
But if stomach is deranged the balance of hcal'.h is destroyed and the
blood does not carry the proper elements to the different organs, and there
Pain is the hungry cry of
is blood trouble nerve trouble heart trouble.
starved organs. Put the liver, stomach and organs of digestion and nutri-tio- n
into a condition of health. That is just what is done by

IN

PRIVATE

OF

MASONIC
.Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M,
Communi
Regular
cation first. Monday

s
The body contains phosphorus sufficient to make 4K5.000 matches.
is one of fourteen elements composing the body divided among

ENTERPRISE
PAIS

HAVE

COME TO

A

VOTE.

valley

(By Frederick M. Keruy.)
Washington, 1). C., Dec. 27. The
critical niomeiit in the fight to get a
owned
real government-constructeand operated railroad iu Alaska is at
hand. While consideration of the
Alaska bill lias been postponed In the
senate, the house has discussed the
compromise bill reported out of the
committee on territories by Represeu- tative Houston on two successive
Wednesdays.
"There is going to be a real fight on
this Alnska legislation before the
.1.
Y.
finish, " said Representative
Bryan, of Washington, liryan father-- j
ed the Poindextor-flrynAlaska bill in
the house the piece of legislation
which is so far in advance of any-- j
thing that ever dawned on the vision
of the ordinary congressman that it
was not given any intelligent consider-- i
ation by the territories committee.
"The bill now under sonsideration,"

Tony Leak, the well known rancher metropolis.
who resides at Mineral
this
Hill,
This fact makes the attempted
morning displayed in a wire cage the burglary, as it is supposed to be, of
largest eagle ever brought to this city. the F. 11. Avis home, 527 North RichThe bird la of the gold eagle type and ardson avenue, Sunday evening rather
measures from tip to tip seven feet sensational, considering the fact that
was
old daughter
and four inches. Leak captured the their sixteen-yea- r
bird with a steel trap and Is now twice shot at by the intruder, and she
awaiting word from Kansas City to jumped out of a second story window,
send the eagle to that place tp be ex- and for au hour and a half lay unhibited in a zoo. Las Yegas Optic.
conscious.
Miss Catherine Avis, the young lady
i
Sent To Pasture.
shot at. had lust returned from a
Fred Brown brought iu all of his meeting of the Christian Endeavor,
cattle that he has been able to locate i While she was gone the father and !
since the storm Sunday and loaded mother went to church. 'Hie doors
1hem in cars Monday to ship to Tu- - were not locked and she repaired to
cumcari. Alex Street of that city was her bed room. As she entered the
here to receive them and will place room she saw by the light comiue; in
man
them in pasture west of there were at the window a medium-sizeAsm
there is no snow. There are still quite with a kerchief over the lower part
a number of the herd that drifted off of his face. She started to turn on I
to the canyons iu the storm and have the light, when the intruder grabbed
not been recovered. There are some her, and in the scuffle chairs and
cows among this other furniture were overturned. She
of as fine Short-Horherd as one could wish to see and jumped to a window and unlatched the i IP .
II
M.
they are still in good condition con- screens, and while doing this the
sidering the exposure to the storm burglar shot at her twice, the bullets
through which they have just passed. going through the screen. She jumpIt is too bad that they could not be ed from the second story window landowned by fanners here on the mesa ing in the grass.
and cared for as dairy cows should be.
She laid there for an hour and
REP. J. W. BRYAN.
a half er so unconscious, but other
Roy Spanish-Americaiconuuea
nryan, contains one very
than being somewhat bruised, is not
Gi imi innun t
nonKl tr
Thieves at Raton.
the worse off.
be eliminated. The bill provides for
Some time last night, the Mendol-soMr. and Mrs. Avis returned
from
construction of a railroad
department store was entered church about 9 P. m. They thought government
and a quantity of suits, shirts, shoes that, the daughter had gone to bed, or railroads in Alaska to connect the
and underwear appropriated from the but later found that she was not in coast with one or more of the coal
men's clothing side. "The entrance her room. An investigation found the fields. That is good. But, it also
makes compulsory the leasing of thi8
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robbery, and that certain saloon
loafers who have been on the streets
for the past several days and who
have since vamoosed, are the guilty
parties whom the officers expect to
arrest before another 24 hours. The
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or six room
FOR RENT Three
Aphcuse, furnished or unfurnished.
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Elks opera house. Bath electric
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.

in each month at
Masonic (Hall at . :J0
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MAIL
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Revenue
Customs Internal
Clerk.
"exams'' everywhere soon. Get prepared by former I". S. Civil Service
.
Secretary-ExaminerFree Booklet, E.
Write NOW, today. Patterson
'Civil Service Kchool, Rochester, X. .

:.

p. m.

Montezuma.
Crawford, Amarillu.
Tannus. City.
I!. Young. Roswell.

SIX PER CENT loans on farms, orJr., E. C.
'W. R. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Tony Todoroff,
chard lands, city, resident or business
Dr.
shoemaker, who "didn't
property, to buy. build, improve, ex(.'.
Santa Fe Lodge ot Per- tend or refund mortgages or other
know it was loaded," accideutly shot
fection Xn, 1, ttth dehis young friend, .Mike Pel row, a Mace
J. M. Clark, Roswell.
terms reasonable;
special
Ancient and Ac- privileges;
invited.
gree.
donian baker, with his revolver
Air. and Mrs. J. M. Heck, Cimarron
correspondence
of Dept. L.. HIS Commonwealth Bliig.,
Rite
Scottish
cepted
The shooting occurred in the linlC. Al. Kirtland, Ceneva, X. Y.
Free .Masonry meets on Denver, Colo.
Al. B. Kirtland, Ueneva, N. Y.
garian cobbler's shop shortly after
the third Monday of each month at!
noon white the two men were talking.
II. K. .Martin, Cerrillos.
;7;::0 o'clock in the evening In the New
ACTIVE, ambitious men to sell
All that averted a tnulgedy was thej
Theo. Chacon, Albuquerque.
Scottish Rite ceptionally high class groceries direct
Visiting
fact that the baker's abdominal mils-- .
T. Salazar, Ortiz, Colo.
'Masons are cordially invited to attend. ;to consumers. Liberal advances on or-'- .
cles were tough enough to deflect the
V. .Taramillo, El Itito.
B.C. ABBOTT, '.'2,
our bonus system big feature;
bullet, so that. It took an outward
Rel'ugito Quintella, Trinidad, Colo.
Venerable .Masler, pf,.,,
posit ions : best season at
course. Petrow was taken to the bos-- i
C. B. Thatcher, Clear Lake, W is.
iCHAS. A. WIIEELON, Sec'y.
hand. Write the BIO HOUSE today for
Frank .). Johnson, New York.
pital. Altongh the surgeons could
particulars, naming county desired,
not find the bullet, they think he will
Matilde Coxe Stevenson, WashingB. P. 0. E.
i Al PORTERS.
M AN V
recover.
ton.
Santa Fe Lodge No. WHOLESALE GROCERS.
Dr. A. W. AlcAlahon. Denver.
11.
E.
P. (J.
Todoroff was taken to the hospital
li'.o,
JOHN SEXTON & CO., CHICAGO, IL'j
Air. anil .Mrs. Harrington. City.
after being arrested
holds its regular;
by Detective
Lenndro
secVigil,
City.
on
the
He
session
Mike
Kolb.
and
.loseph
gave their
New Mexican
Want Ads. always
Anita, Vigil, City.
olid
fourth
and
versions of the shooting In tl.e pres'.ring results
Try if.
each
Lupita Vigil, City.
of
ence of Assistant Prosecutor Charles
Wednesday
B. B. Palmer, Fort Sumner.
.Tasnowski while Mike lay on the oper- month. V i s i t i ng
Fo.
Santa
Abelina
Palmer,
de-brothers are invitj
iating table. Both prosecutor a.id
Aliss True, City.
ed and welcome.
iiecnve are satisnefl the shooting was
Aliss liryan, City.
an accident.
jEDWARD P. DA VIES.
Airs. Thornton, City.
Exalted Ruler,
Todoroff, who Is 48 years old, had
.Miss Thornton, ('Ily.
E. C. BURKE.
given the revolver to Pet row Friday
Tom AVhile, City.
Secretary.
i finm
tu sen it io a nieiiii
W. (!. HaiTuun and wile, city.
T'nable to make the. sale he brought! B. B.
Kalis.
Pretls, Plattville,
Fe
Santa
camp
'SWfe-the weapon back to the shoe shop
J. .1. Burke, Lamar, Colo.
Al.
,ani.
W. A.
l;;0M,
Todoroff snapped the revolver to se
;?,
.Mo.
Sam Spring, St. Joseph,
meets first Monday
whether it was still iu working order,
Frank D. Sheehnn. Detroit. .Mich.
of each month. Odd
E.
li.
Baer, Albuquerque.
Vis- Fellow's Hall.
It will not pay you so waste youi
(led. A. Klapp, Los Angeles.
King neighbors welJ. A. Farrell and two guests. City,
'line writing out your legal formf
come.
when you can get thoro already printHenry Fssinger. El Paso,
A. (I. W HI" TIER. Consul.
ed at the New
Mexican
(i. B. Armstrong. Roswell.
Printing
!a. e. p ROBINSON, Clerk.
C. Al. Barker, Albuquerque.
Company.

Detroit,
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W. FARMER

Homestead

"FEWER GIRLS WILL 'GO WRONG'; FEWER
BOYS WILL BLAST THEIR OWN LIVES

private interests
if anybody is

No.

Brother

2879.
hood

r
abit of private
a property and
can see a profit in

it.
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WANTS

If you are lonely, the reliaSanta Fe Chapter No.
Marry
second ble, rntilidi'iitial, successful club lias
convocation
Monday of each month large number of wealthy, eligible memat Masonic Hall at 7 HO bers, both sexes, wishing early marriage. Description free. Mrs. Wrubel.
p. ni.
ISox ill, Oakland, i al.
.f. A. MASH IK,

cor-ave-

IIVU Ul

13.

which has been so favorably known for over 40 years. It is now put up In
tablet form, as well as liquid, and can be obtained of medicine dealers
box-ad- dress
everywhere or by mail bv sendins! 50 cents in lo stamps for trial
R.V. Pierce, M. t., Buffalo, N.Y.
U a book of

R.

K.
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AMERICAN

At all dealers.
OIL

TO

PLAN

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

A Huffia Match Factory.
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NEFARIOUS

Can be lighted without removing chimney
or shade easy to rewick.
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a d,iv Ironl
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what
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of Amer
ican Yoetnen.
Meets second
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and fourth

Mon-
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each

worth
tlic m;c-'

nt'liat depends
tircly upon trniiiinif.
yoU are trained s.i
thai yon plan and
month at.
direct wurlt ym ant
Firemen's Hall. worth ten times
as
inm-as the man
H. Foreman, R. I,. Baca.
who can work oniy
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
under orders.
The Inlernatlonat
CoriMpondeiici School!
cordially invited.
i:o to the innn who is
rdnirrirliny aloni.' on
Knights are most .small
pay nnd say to
tiirn, "Wo will train
yon for promoti-'iKaune's store.
riirht where you are,
P. H a
o v e r or we will fjiiMny
to take up a
Meeting in K, of you
more congenial line
of work al a much
o'clock r- m.
salary."
the month at S: higher
Kvery month sevFourth Friday o' eral hundred students voluntarily
every Second and report advancement
direet result
meets ofas !.the
C. S.
Santa Fe Lodge! You needtraining.
not leave
your present work,
No. 2, Knights of or
your own home.
Mara this coupon at
II. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
once and mail it.
S.
K.
R.
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-

the

visiting

"It is my purpose to offer an amendThe shots aroused some of the
neighbors, but after going out of their ment to the bill providing that the
homes and listening for any rampus, government shall operate as well as
and finding everything quiet, they did construct the road."
not investigate further thinking that
In Bryan's opinion the bill contains
Pythias
children were shooting off torpedoes other grave defects.
of
the . discovery
the
disarranged
. . ,
... this being the Christmas season.
.
. , .,
"There is no provision," he said,
hiuuiv ui iiuea uiiu stunting miii;u litHow the Intruder got out no one
"for a government-owneand operated
tered the floor when the clerks ar knows.
News.
Roswell
A. REINGARDT.
and
of
line of steamships from Alnska to our
rived in the morning, Sometime durl!
'
Pacific ports. In my opinion, this is as
ing the same night, the door into the
International corrcsr-flniHUNION
OF
Schools
AMERICA,
FRATERNAL
office of Dr. T. B. Lyon, in the Love SPANKS BOY OF
necessary as the government road. If
Box 8S8. Scranton, Pa.
it
Lodge No. 258, holds
J
regular ,
leave
of
the
trans
block, was forced and an overcoat
you
any
portion
Mh;ut furtticc oligatl-lain,
my
CAD AU TAMrftfM
meeting on the first Thursday of eacli , part.
Is. ul
stolen. It is believed the same parties
portation line from the interior of
lin p. m.
7:
month
at
at
Firemen's
hall
are responsible for both robberies.
Alaska to (he Vnited States in the
Atilomohtle Running
Wlrrmait
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
Poultry t arming
Raton Range.
Philadelphia, Dec. 27. Because he hands of private interests, those inMechanical Draftsman
Bookkeeper
come.
'
terests
will
Meihanici) Knrincct
Slrnosrjjihcr Mutl
inevitably fix the price of
objected to any member of his fam-- I
Advt
BENITO A LA III 1"), President
Telephone Expert
Successful Trapping.
and so control the
Stationary F.nirttieer
Writing
ily dancing the tango, attending the transportation,
Window Trimminu
DAV1I) GONZALES, Secretary.
Textile Manufacturing
Commercial IHuMrat.
The Progress force has been pester movies and keeping late hours, John price of coal.
ivii r.nK"'-eIndustrial
Building Contractor
ed all winter by some kind of var-- H. Graham, 65 years old, of 50 Collum
Architectural Drafts.
Architect
"Then again," he continued, "the
ODD FELLOWS,
Concrete ConnVuci'ti
f
Npnnish
Chemist
son. El bill makes no provision for opening
mints establishing their winter quar street, placed his
m AO. 2, J. O. U. 1'.
IMumhing. Steum
rLflnifuagcs J rranrh
r'rnwn Mine or em an fitt'g
Hsnkins
ters under the office floor, and there wood, across his knees and gave him the coal lands. Fnless we provide for
lUlinn
Mint' Superintendent
SE1 Santa Fe Lodge
have been several distinct indications an
meets
spnnklng.
the government opening of coal lands,
regularly
Name
that they were skunks. So we went
Hearing the sound of whacks and no Alaskan railroad can obtain suf'ery Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
to trapping, but had poor success un- cries of pain coming from the Gra- ficient tonnage to meet expenses.
Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothSt. & No.
til that did experienced trapper, Vic- ham house, a policeman from the
's always welcome.
"I believe the government
must
station
rushed Into the own and operate every railroad in the
tor Bock, came along Wednesday and
set our trap, and yesterday morning house and found the younger Graham I'nited States and I shall do all in my
K. OF C.
jU
we had the fattest old skunk ever seen writhing on the floor.
ifaasataaa
ft
His father power to bring this about. But the
Fe Council
Santa
in these parts. Everybody in town Btood over him, according to the poopponents of government ownership
No. 1707, Knights of
and a half mile around knows we lice, demanding whether he intended can point to the failure of governColumbus. Reg u I a r
caught him, and we have a forceful re- hereafter to do what he was told and mental operation of railroads in
meeting the second
minder of the fact as we write these not keep late hours.
if these coal fields .are not
and fourth Mondays
Don't you dare to spank me again," Alaska,
lines.
.
opened, and thus they can delay the
of each month at the
son.
tne
Encouraged by success, we set our,1 wnimperea
cause of public ownership in general
K of C. Hall.
1 catch
'1f
cuttin1
more
up any
yu
trap again last night, and this morn- witn Ule
"In fact, Representative Fordney, of
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
taneo and such stuff," shout-flooing the trap was pulled back under the
a violent opponent of gov- Michigan,
Grand Knight.
ed
the
tra,e
fa,her,ne
rePeat
full length of the chain, and we
or
eminent
of
railroads
ownership
any
JOHN J. KENNY, Financial Sec'y.
!"
knew we had another member of the'do,e and d""'1 5'0U foreet
r.
ii i
in
other
answer
to
a
public utility,
The fa,ner was locked up in the
family living under the floor. We went
A.
It I
asked in debate, said:
U
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Mrs. Thomas W. Hepburn, of Hartford, Conn., President of the
to
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Ormantown
heara
await
over to the barber shop and emploved
" 'If
PROFESSIONAL
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you
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going
her
Woman's
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Children.
Association,
Suffrage
Photographed
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son
the
to
and
taken
the
Homer Wilder, who is the best shot Ing,
TIME TABLE
ment owenrship of railroads, it is my
in the United States, to come over Germantown Hospital to have his
y FREDERICK M. KERBY.
tier point, "j can only give you my
candid
is
Alaska
that
ATTORNEYS-Aopinion
LAW.
treated.
and shoot the head off the pesky var- braises
conclusions, so far as I have arrived
To Be Effective December 7, 1911
place to begin It, because it is (Staff Special)
mint. The hoys got hold of the chain,
D. C, Dec. 26. "White at conclusions," she said, "but as I
on
one
conthe
the
American
Washington,
spot
EDWARD P. DAVIES
GUARDING AGAINST CROUP.
tied a long bale wire to it and with
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to con
see
it
conthree
causes
main
now,
would slavery is either a necessary condition
The best safeguard against croup Is tinent where such an enternr'se.
City Attorney.
fear and trembling pulled out a poor
nect with No. 3 westbound and
tribute to the problem of the social
"
not.
of
it
is
or
be
an
failure!"
present
society,
day
absoljte
Capital City Bank Building
.little cottontail. Lakewood Progress. a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar
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evil.
the desire for dollars.
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find
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Mr.
to
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propose
offer
Bryan
prepareJ
Rooms
P. H. Ginn,
Compound in the house.
arrive Santa Fe 11:45 a.
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Santa Fe New Mexico
"'ddleton, Ga., writes: "My children
Girl Shot At Twice.
m.
districts of our cities reap enormous
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W.
defects.
Thomas
the
of
Hepburn, president
Roswell being so isolated that one are very susceptible to croup, easily
No. 3 carries passengers to Albu
"I shall endeavor, above all," he Connecticut Woman's Suffrage asso profits from the rentals of this prop Chas F. Eastey,
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who commits a burglary can hardly catch cold. I give them Foley's Hon
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in
interested
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secure
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an
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of
a
ciation, puts
EASLEY & EASLEY
adoption
get away, but few residence burglar; ey and Tar Compound and in every said,
Coast Points.
Instance they get prompt relief and amendmen which will retain the Hepburn, with a little group of wom- ing the white slave in business, and
Attorneys'at-Laare soon cured. We keep it at home operation of the road in the govern- en who came as delegates to the wo- themselves profiting from the sale Practice in the Courts and before Leave Santa Fe 3:20 p. m. to con
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
Land Department.
and prevent croup." Sold by The Cap- ment, instead of compelling the leas- man's suffrage convention, startled the of women.
"The second cause lies in the ignor- No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
ital Pharmacy.
Land Grants and Titles examined.
It is per- capital city and congress by exposing
ing to private interests.
"Cut-off- "
oc n.,u,Re ,.,San(a Fe
with
Albuquerque
M bran(.n ofRc
Estan- fectly clear what interests these the vice conditions which exist In the most never ,u..s.
comes to the young in a
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For Rent Furnished south room.
Nestor C. de Baca, treasurer and
collector of Union rounty, has an- liM DeVargas street.
ALL OUR FURS FROM NOW UNnounced through the press that he received the Union county tolls on De- - TIL JANUARY 1st AT
cemoer 2L'nd, and that he will accept OFF, AT THE WHITE HOUSE
Chocolates in attractive
the first half cf the 1913 taxes up to
Xtnas boxes. Get them at Zook's.
January 1st without exacting Ihe
Scsmillo Club rlhe Scamillo Club,
of which Itaniel C. Ortiz is president,
will give the first of its series of
Water Filings Approved.
; dances at !i o'clock
tonight In Library
The Aguage de la I'etaca water
ings, eight in number, wore npproved Hall. Admission will he by invitation
has arItamjrez' orchestra
jthis morning by State Engineer .lames only.
A. French, subject to the usual res ranged an attractive musical program.
SUITS,
ervations. These filings represent the A FEW MORE LADIES' GO
AT
efforts of eight men jointly to con- - COATS AND DRESSES TO
struct an irrigation project in the COST AT THE BIG STORE. N.
Aguage de la Petaca valley west of SALMON.
Presents Exchanged The employes
Taos, and between that town and the
Rio Grande railroad, under wTiich 25fi0 of the Santa Fe Lumber & Transfer
acres will be rendered irrigable, the company presented R. J. Criehton,
total cost to run in the neighborhood the manager, with a handsome 32nd
of $10,000. A dam CO feet high and 275 degree Masonic ring for Christmas,
feet long, with a ditch 15 miles long while the transfer company gave each
will be constructed.
The reservoir of its lfi employes a turkey.
thus created will store 1G.070 acre
Lost, strayed or stolen Two dogs
feet. Each man has a holding of 320 (an Airdale and a Water Spaniel).
acres. The names and numbers of Kinder please advise New Mexican ofthe applicants are as follows: No fice.
Chef Harada, of the DeVargas hotel,
743, J. W. Nelson; No. 7f!0, Emery Ma
son; No. 747. S. Graves; No. 7.18, J. has prepared a special N'ew Year's
W. Wilson: No. 717, R. M. Willis, No. menu which will be served for fifty
7"fi, .1. N. Rogers; No. (!G9, D. C. James cents.
and No. r,0S, w. K. Shupe, all getting
U .S.
Flags for Field Parties Sutheir mall at Taos, N'. M.
pervisor of the United States Surveys
Frank M. Johnston, of Denver, is
Record Received.
sending United States flags to all
O. I.. Owen, member of the state field parties working for Uncle Sam.
corporation commission, received yes- A Hag has arrived here and is in the
terday a volume of 420 typewritten office of Surveyor General March.
pages which contains the proceedings
Gnagey & Ervien for the Edison
before the newly formed express com- .Mazda lamp. The only reliable lamp
mission, which met at Chicago on Dec. on the market. Why? Thos. A. Edi11th, and also the record of the meet- son, 'miff said.
of ten, of
ings of the
WE HAVE A FEW MORE TOYS,
which Mr. Owen was a member, which
WE WANT TO CLOSE OU- Tmet for two days longer than the THAT
NEW YEAR'S.
NICE GIFTS FOR
main body. The report is a thorough
COME AND GET YOUR CHOICE AT
exposition of the express business,
and contains much valuable matter of COST AT THE BIG STORE. N.
SALMON.
interest to all express rate users.
Mutt and Jeff Coming "Mutt and
Jeff" have a penchant
for travel,
101 Want Licenses.
Bud Fisher has kindly loanUp to noon today, 101 applications therefore
for 1(U4 automobile licenses Had been ed their valuable services to the United States government to assist in the
received by the secretary of state.
official opening of the great Panama
canal. They will sail from the Elks
W. COBURN COOK
theater Friday,' Jan. yth. Don't fail to
he on the dock to wish them luck and
WINS THE RHODES
incidentally to laugh a little.
SCHOLARSHIP Music Lessons Prof. I. L. Tello,
who has studied in Berlin, w'il be
to give lessons in vlo'.in,
pleased
M
N.
27.
Dec.
W.
Albuquerque,
and piano. Terms or. applicaCoburn Cook, a graduate of the Uniresidence of
tion. Phone 2."r W
versity of New Mexico of the class of
1912, yesterday, was selected for the Frank Plomteaux, 114 Cernllos street,
New Santa Fe.
coveted honor of representing
Party For Children Mrs. W. G.
Mexico at Oxford University, England,
under the provisions of the lihodes Sargent and Mrs. P. A. Hall are hosatscholarship. The selection, following tesses this afternono at a party
the announcement of the outcome of tended by fifty or more children. The
competitive examinations participated.! children are amusing themselves with
in by live students, three of whom dancing. As the refreshments are
passed, was made yesterday by the served, favors will be distributed. The
committee authorized to make
the party began at 2:30 o'clock and judgIt. ing by the faces of the youngsters,
choice, composed of Dr. David
Hoyd, president of the university; they are having a glorious time.
Dean C. E. Hodgin, and Prof. I.. 11.
HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX IS

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Phone No.4
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Wishing You

ONE-THIR-

Auto Delivery Every Hour
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The Clarendon Garden,
SANTA FE. N. M.

PHONE 12

Santa Claus made no mistake, calling at "YOUR RELIABLE HARDSTORE." Santa Claus Is
shrewd buyer; you will make no
mistake by following his example. They are headquarters for the following:
CHAFING DISHES AND TRAifS,
COMMUNITY
PERCOLATORS,
SILVER WARE, KNIVES AND FCHKS, TEA
AND TABLE
SPOONS
SPOONS, CARVING SETS, BOY'S BICYCLES
COASTER
WARE

BRAKE-GUARAN-

BOY'S WAGONS AND SLEDS,
BOY'S
EQUIPMENT,
RIFLES AND SHOT GUNS, ROLLER AND ICE SKATES, DAISY AIR

RIFLES.

v

IvAn'tf

warty
mas' presents.

,jthr
'

things

In

the Hardware line appropriate for Christ-

The Reliable Hardware Store.

WATCH
Albuquerque

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,

LOBBY

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS

Service and Cuisine
the Best in the Citv
Ample facilities forlui'tre
and small banquets.

HOTEL DE VARGAS
EUROPEAN

Room

PLAN.

SPECIAL RATES

AkaU a la Carte.
$2.00 Lp.
Bath. $1.00 Up.

With Bath,

Room Without

WHOLESALE

BY

AND

THE WEEK

I

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes, and Salt.
Salt A(iats
ALFALFA SEED.

All

Fur INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.

kinds of flowers, garden

The only exclusive
Phone Black

-

45

& field

seeds in bulk and packaf ;

grain house in Santa Fe

LEO HERSCH

Phone Black

45

rowdier
Bafaeg

Its. superiority is unquestioned

Its fame world-wid- e
Its use a protection and a guarantee

against alum food

e
The
powders are made from "alum," or "sodium aluminum
sulphate," which is also alum, a mineral acid, which does not make the
low-grad-

food healthful.

One pound of the low cost powders contains three ounces of alum, a
mineral acid. Is it safe to put that on yovx pantry shelf along with cans
of food ingredients?
Food baked with alum baking powders is found to contain a portion
of the alum unchanged.

Read the ingredient clause of label on the can. Unless it
shows cream of tartar don't use the powder.

comfort for those who wish to sit
downstairs. Many seats in the gallery will also be In demand. There
of
will be no chart or numbering
seats. As the music lovers arrive at
the door, they will be assigned to
the division to which their tickets entitle them to sit.
Start the New Year with Sunbeam
Mazda lamps and beat the light comof your electric
pany out of
light bills for 1914. Sparks Electric
Company.
Open evenings.
Installation of Officers The recentofficers
of Montezuma
ly elected
lodge No. 1, A. F. & A. M.. will be installed this evening at the annual
meeting to be held for that purpose
and to receive the reports of the several officers of the lodge. The meeting will be called at eight o'clock in
Masonic hall on the south side of the
plaza and will end with a "spread"
served by tile refreshment committee.
The year just closing has been the
most successful in the history of the
lodge. All members are urged to be
present and all visiting Master Masons are cordially invited.
Solve the Christmas problem today.
THE CHOICE OF MEN WHO WANT Fancy boxes stationery, Kodaks, PerMitchell.
Mr. Cook is now living in San Fran- TO BE WELL DRESSED ON ALL OC- fumes, hand mirrors, Brushes, Baby
the Rev. CASIONS. ASK AT THE HUG. N. Sets. Zook's Pharmacy, Inc.
cisco, where his father,
Fletcher Cook, is rector of an Episco- SALMON.
Rush is Over at P. O. Once more
the
Card From Martinez Henry Es calm has settled over the Santa Fe
pal church. He graduated from
University of New Mexico, in 1!12, singer reecived yesterday a card from postoltice for the Christmas rush is
over. Like everyone else, the postal
having taken a lull college course. Felix Martinez, head of the
When the examinations were held
commission, dated at Bahia, Bra- clerk has been worked under great
some time ago, Mr. Cook took them zil, November H. It showed the gov- pressure. It would be hard to find a
in San Francisco, this being permitted ernor's palace on the reverse
side, man who had a harder time, judging
under the rules governing the scholar- with nicely paved streets and a car by the vast number of packages,
ship, and is said to have passed with track in the foreground
indicating large and small, and the avalanche of
rea splendid grade.
that Bahia Is a real
place, post cards. Some persons have
The selection of Mr. Cook makes even if it isn't heard of once in a ceived as high as 20 or 30 cards which
the fifth Oxford scholar from New year. Mr. Martinez said he would be have to be assorted with the same
Mexico. Thomas L. Bell, now a prac- in Rio de Janeiro November 17.
care and "surety of technique" given
It is not thought that the
ticing lawyer at Pasadena, Calif., was
All the popular brands of cigars in letters.
'
the first Frank Light, son of Dr. C. Xmas boxes. Zook's.
New Year's greetings will be so numM. Light, president of the New Mexico
Fourth Degree Tonight The .local erous and certain it is that the curious
Normal school at Silver City, where
New Year presents
lodge of Elks will
tonight hold a custom of sending
he is now manager of a hardware special session for the purpose of ini- is dying out. The postal clerks
a sigh of relief.
store, was the second; Hugh M. Bry tiating into the order several new
an, a son of the late R. W. D. Bryan, candidates, and the Elks' official
WHEN YOU
GET A FIDELITY
now with the United Stales forest
Team" has been practicing YOU GET THE BEST THING OF ITS
service, was the third, and Carl A. the new "Fourth Degree," which will KIND, IT'S "THE SUIT OF QUALKarlston, who finishes at Oxford this be given for the first time. A full ITY." THE HUB, N. SALMON.
year, was the fourth.
attendance of all Elks is desired. The
Manoso's Career Ended "Manoso,"
The Rhodes scholarship carries with session will start promptly at 7:30
well known in
an appropriation of $1,500 a year for p. m. A Dutch lunch will be served the Porto Rican dog
Santa Fe, was buried today. The dog's
ee years for each student, who is after the ceremonies.
cut short
interesting career was
,Anitted to make his selection of
ONLY A FEW MORE DAYS FOR
he was run by a
colleges com- THE FIRST OF THE YEAR IN Christmas even when
any one of twenty-fou- r
wagon on College street. At first It
prising Oxford. The scholarships were WHICH
IN
TO
PARTICIPATE
inmade possible by a bequest by John THESE WONDERFUL SAVINGS AT was thought he was but slightly
but despite the best of medical
jured
Cecil Rhodes, a South African finan- THE BIG STORE.
N. SALMON,
"4Ufiitiou Manoso passed to the happy
cier and statesman, and a native of
Alfalfa Going Up It was not many
bulk
his
left
of
hunting ground at noon Christmas
the
who
England,
weeks
that
baled
sold for
alfalfa
ago
great fortune for the establishment of $15 a ton. Now it Is said to be hard day. Manoso was a favorite wherever
he went, whether in San Juan, Porto
a large number of scholarships at Ox to
get alfalfa here at $17.50 a ton. The Rico, New York City or Santa Fe. His
ford university. The scholarships are
is
made
will
that
alfalfa
intended to bring about that complete prediction a ton
ability to turn somersaults, to roll
before the winter is over two, three or four times In sucrace bring $20
unity of the
over.
Hundreds of tons are Btacked
whose destiny it is, Rhodes believed,
cession, to sit up tike a prairie dog
to reports and
up in
beg with his nimble paws, and
ultimately to rule the civilized world. receivedEspanola, according
The question is ask- above all his talent In
today.
dancing with a
ed: "Why don't farmers around here tea
cookie held above his nose, earnTHE SUMNER SAILS FOR
raise more alfalfa and hold it for a ed for him the
GALVESTON WITH REFUGEES.
Spanish title of
good price?"
"manoso" which suggests ability to
Washington, D. C, Dec. 27. Rear
AND
LEATHER
MESH
BAGS,
Admiral Fletcher, commanding the HOLIDAY
perform tricks.
CUT
GOODS,
GLASS,
American squadron in the Gult of BATH
BRASS
ROBES,
GOODS,
Mexico, reported to the navy depart- BURNT
LEATHER GOODS AT ONE- - WANT CONGRESS
ment today that the army transport THIRD OFF
THE FORMER PRICE
Lsumner had sailed from Tampico for
TO ESTABLISH
FROM NOW UNTIL JANUARY 1, AT
39
with
refugees.
Galveston, Texas,
THE WHITE HOUSE.
2 NEW BUREAUS
The Sumner was sent to Tampico
Elect Officers At last evenings'
when the fighting In that port enmeeting of New Mexico Consistory
Washington, D. C, Dec. 27. By a
dangered the lives of the foreigners. No. 1, A. A. S. R., the following were
vote of 625 to
no
was
Admiral Fletcher said there
elected officers for the ensuing year: members of the 16, the constituent
chamber of commerce
change in the situation at Tampico. Harry S. Bowman, master of kadosh;
of the United States in a referendum
Roar Admiral Henry T. Mayo has ar- Harry II. Dormau,
prior; Emmctt J.
rived in Vera Cruz and will assume DeArcy,. preceptor; Chas. M. Stauf-fer- , vote endorsed the proposition that
congress establish bureau of legislacommand of the vessels of the fourth
chancellor; Frederick Muller, al tive reference and bill
in
drafting
division.
T.
moner; Melvin
Dunlavy, registrar; Washington.
B.
Hiram
Cartwrlght, treasurer. The
In announcing the result today, the
officers will be Installed at the next
chamber of commerce points out that
regular meeting of the consistory the
several foreign nations and twenty-fiv- e
fourth Friday in January.
states now have such bureaus, the
ALL MEN'S
KID
CAPE AND
MOCHA GLOVES THAT WE CARRY purpose of which are to place at the
ARE GUARANTEED
"HAN- disposal of legislators comprehensive
BY
A Fine Christmas Gift !
of
SEN'S." GET A PAIR AT THE HUB, information on current subjects
legislation and to furnish statutory
BEAUTIFUL SCARF VEILS.
N. SALMON.
NOVELTV RIBBON PIECES,
Seat Sale Opens The seat sale for language expertly drawn.
Two hundred and two organizations
Miss Claude Albright's
concert of
Handsome Plumes, Plain or Tuesday night, opened at noon today took part In the referendum, repreFancy at Zook's pharmacy. Those who sign senting 32 states, the District of Co
Ostrich, which will make an ele- ed guarantees for the concert will be lumbia, Hawaii, Porto Rico and the
gant gift ; also many other arti- given preference and they will be of- American chamber of commerce in
cles I carry will make Xmas gifts fered seats In the parquet at the Scot- Paris. The referendum is the sixth
tish Rite cathedral. Colonel Albright, taken by the chamber on various
who is managing the tour of his
daughter, the grand opera singer, stated today that hundreds of chairs will
New Mexican - Want Ads. ' always
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
be placed In the parquet to-- , provide wing results. Try It
s

-

English-speakin-

AND

ALWAYS
LARGE

Gram

ANOTHER REASON
NOW FOUND FOR
HIGH PRICES
Washington, D. C, Dec. 27. Secretary of the department of agriculture
Houston told a groirp of congressmen
the other day that he believed there
should be something done to people
who destroy food products to boost
prices.
'Mr. Secretary," asked Representative Taylor, of New York, "is there
any way of hanging a man or group of
men who throw a boat load of fish
overboard to maintain prices."
"Something ought to be done to
llirtni," replied the secretary. "There
is a commoi practice," Mr. Taylor
added.
' The fish men up around New York
have to throw the fish overboard because the market men there, in order
to maintain prices, will not buy them."
"I have heprd of corn being burned, and of cotton being burned," said

Mr. Houston.

"Yes," said Mr. Taylor, "and you
with
that
ought to do something
group of men who ever they are."
PAY COLORADO MILITIA
FOR ANOTHER TEN DAYS.
27. State
Dec.
Colo.,
Trinidad,
Auditor Roady Kenehan and G. M.
Lee, assistant adjutant general arrived here this morning and began the
distribution of the second Installment
of pay of the national guardsmen on
rtrike duty here. The pay is for ten
days only, ending Nov. 26.

BREAKS WORLD'S RECORD
FOR ALTITUDE FLYING.
Saint Raphael, France,. Dec. 27.
The world's altitude record for aeroplanes was broken today by GeorgeB
Legagneux, the French aviator, who
ascended from the ureodrome here to
a height of 20,2!5 feet in his monoplane. The duration of his flight was
an hour and 35 minutes.

CHINA

HAND-PAINTE- D

Showing decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyoneSteins,
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.

: H.

C. YONTZ,

JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET.

HOLIDAY VALUES

I

SPECIAL SALE

1

PHONE 163 J.

AND

IMMKGJE

may-hav-

THE GRAY STUDIOS

MODERN

1913.

;

our windows. It will contain new photos
EVERY DAY of home people. We will
be closed from Sunday noon until Tuesday, on account of going to Albuquerque

Santa Fe

27,

OFFICIAL NEWS.! LOCAL ITEMS.

F. ANDREWS!
Auto Delivery Every Hour

DECEMBER

SATURDAY,

Monday, Tuesday and

Wednesday,

g

HATS

JHISSA.MUGLER

25

Reduction

On our entire stock of Neckties, Silk Scarfs, Combina-

tion Sets, Traveling Sets,
Military Brush Sets and Collar Bags ; also a very fine
line of Bath Robes, Sweaters,
Mackinaws and Overcoats
are included in this Big Saving Event at

MCCUUTOCII & I'JOIGI IT'S
Catron Block, Santa Fe,

N. M.

i

